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There is considerable and mounting evidence that one of the strongest risk factors for 

breast cancer cm be assessed from the mammographic appearance of the breast. For 

example, classification into categories of the proportion of the projected area of 

mammographically dense tissue, based on visual assessrnent by radiologist, can 

provide risk prediction on the order of a factor of 6.0 between the most extensive and 

least extensive density patterns. Subjective classification, however, requires specialized 

observer training and suffers from considerable inter- and intra- observer variability. 

Further, the categorical scales make it difficult to distinguish small differences in 

mammographic appearance. It has been the goal of this work to address these 

limitations through the development of parameters that characterize mammographic 

density. Particular consideration has been given to the development of a continuous 

scale of classification, to the reliability of the measurement, and to the strength of the 

risk prediction. 

Features investigated include an interactive grey-level thresholding procedure (PD) and 

automated measures based on characterization of the histogram of pixel grey-levels 

(regional skewness) and image texture (fractal dimension). These parameters were 

found to be robust to modest changes in mammographic tedinique. It was also found 

that a representative measure could be obtained from consideration of a single image 

per subject. In a nested case-control study design using subjects selected from the 

Canadian National Breast Screening Study, these features have been related directly to 



risk of developing breast cancer. A relative risk of 4.0 has been estirnated for PD and 

2.54 and 3.35, respectively, for the fractaal dimension and regional skewness measures. 

These predictions are stronger than many other known risk factors for breast cancer and 

are reliably deterrnined on a continuous scale; however, they are not as strong as that 

hom subjective classification. 

With the goal of strengthening the risk prediction, a transformation that compensates 

for the reduction in thickness at the edge of the compressed breast was deveioped. In 

the trançformed image, variations in brightness are more representative of variations in 

composition. Risk prediction for the features of mammographic density measured from 

transformed images is under hrther evaluation using the nested case-control database 

and the analysis techniques described in this work. In addition to the analysis of 

mammographic density, the thickness transformation technique may also have a role in 

the display of digital mamrnographic images. 

Finding the factors associated with mammographic density, and how that density 

changes, may contnbute to a greater understanding of breast cancer. These are 

considerations of the larger program in breast cancer research ai the University of 

Toronto, of which this work is a part. 
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1. Introduction 

FOREWORD 

The female breast undergoes considerable change during a woman's lifetime. The 

breast grows with puberty, experiences cyclical changes with menstniation, transforms 

during pregnancy and lactation, and atrophies with age. As a result, there is variation 

in the size, shape and composition of the breast over tirne. There is also considerable 

vanability of breast characteristics between women in the population. 

During the growth and development of breast tissue, for reasons that are not fully 

understood, some cells overcome the normal constraints on cell division and begin a 

process of uncontrolled growth. In some cases, these ce& further acquire the ability to 

relocate, leading to secondary disease (metastasis) at other sites in the body. 

Unchecked, this process c m  be lethal. Because these abnormal cells originated in breast 

tissue, they are referred to as breast cancers. The transformations that result in breast 

cancer are not uncornmon in the population. Presently, it is estimated that 11.2% (1 in 

8.9) of Canadian women will develop breast cancer at some point during their 

lifetimesl, and this proportion is seen to be increasing2. Breast cancer is the most 

common cancer diagnosis in Canadian women, accounting for 30.7% of new cancer 

cases, and the second leading cause of cancer death, accounting for 18.7% of cancer 

mortalityl. It is predicted that in 1996 there will have been 18 600 new breast cancer 

cases reported in Canada and that 5 300 women will die from the disease. Without a 

known cause, and because a proven means of prevention has not yet been identified, 

breast cancer will continue to be a major health concern for Canadian women. 

Until the causes of breast cancer are understood, the identification of risk factors for the 

disease is particularly important. Risk factors are d e h e d  as characteristics that victims 
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of a disease have in cornmon. The identification of such factors can contribute to an 

understanding of the etiology of the disease. Risk factors that c m  be modified may 

potentially provide a meam of preventing the disease. 

This thesis reviews the evidence for increased marnmographic density as a strong riçk 

factor for breast cancer. In m e n t  techniques, rnammographic density iç characterized 

on a coarse categorical scale according to a subjective rating by an observer. In this 

work, alternative techniques for characterizhg rnammographic density are investigated 

with particular emphasis on the reliability of classification and the magnitude of the 

risk prediction. This work is part of a Iarger program in breast cancer research 

investigating the rnethodology of rnammographic dençity measurement and 

applications of such measurements to studies of breast cancer. 

Mammographic demity: definition 

Figure 1.1 is a composite of six rnammographic images of the breast. These images 

illustrate that the breast has a wide range of appearance on marnmography, associated 

with differences in composition. Radiographically the breast cowists rnady  of two 

component tissues: fibroglandular tissue and fat. Fibroglandular tissue is a mixture of 

fibrous connective tissue (the stroma) and the functional (or glandular) epithelial cells 

that line the ducts of the breast (the parenchyrna). The remainder of the breast is fat. In 

terms of x-ray attenuation, fat is more radiolucent than fibroglandular tissue; thus, 

regions of fat appear darker on a radiograph of the breast. Regions of brightness 

associated with fibroglandular tissue are referred to as mammographic density. From 

the pattern of brightness in a mammographic image, referred to as the parenchymal 

pattern of the breast, the composition of the breast c m  be inferred. 

Each of the images in Figure 1.1 was selected as representative of one of the categories 

of a six-category classification (SCC) scheme which is quantitative for the proportion of 

the breast which appears as mammographically dense tissue. The six categories in this 



Figure 1.1 Six rnammographic images taken in the cranial-caudal projection. Each 
image was selected to represent one category of a six-category classification (SCC) of 
the proportion of the area of the breast that appears as marnmographically dense tissue. 
The categories are defined: A - NONE; B - (0,101; C - (10,251; D - (25,501; E - (50,751; F - 
(75,1001. Note that the inclusive bracket, 1, indicates that the endpoint is included with 
the interval, while the exclusive bracket, ), indicates the endpoint is not included. 



classification range from an absence of density to extensive density (the exact categories 

for the classification of Figure 1.1 are sumrnarized in the caption). 

Mammogrnphic density: midence of risk prediction 

Classification schemes like the one in Figure 1.1 are important because of the 

relationship which has been observed between the appearance of the breast on 

mammography and the risk of developing breast cancer. For example, Table 1.1 

summarizes the unmatched, unadjusted results of a recent nested case-control study 

which related breaçt dençity classified according to SCC by radiologiçts with cancer 

incidence3. In addition to the distribution of cases and controls across categories, the 

table indudes odds ratios (OR), as an approximation of the risk ratio or relative riçk 

(RR) of disease, across categories of mammographic density. The OR is the ratio of the 

odds of being a case relative to a control in each category relative to the odds in the 

referent category. OR is an approximation to, and is often used interchangeably with, 

RR, which is properly calculated from the actual incidence of disease in the population'. 

With the category "no density" selected as the referent category, this study 

demonstrates that any increased mammographic density is associated with an uicreased 

chance of developing cancer, i.e. being a case, (OB1.O). In particular, women (aged 40- 

59) with the most extensive density (category F in Figure 1.1) were found to be 5.3 tirnes 

more likely to be have been diagnosed with cancer relative to women with an absence 

of dençity (category A in Figure 1.1). There is some variation in the prediction 

depending on the age of the women under investigation. At these magnitudes, 

however, mamrnographic density is among the strongest known risk factors for breast 

cancer. 

From the data in Table 1.1 it c m  also be calculated that increased dençity is present in a 

large proportion of breast cancer cases. Ln this study, 18.6% of the wornen that 

developed cancer also had the most extensive category of dewity and 44% of the 

women with cancer were in the two most extensive density patterns (i-e. more than 50% 
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Table 1.1 

Distribution of case and control subjects according to mammographie density in the 
Canadian National Breast Screening Study: unmatched, unadjusted analysis of 
radiologist-estimated densities. OR refers to the odds ratio in each category, with "no 
density" used as the reference (adapted from reference 3). 

Pro~ortion of breast occupied bv densities, 
Age at entry To ta1 
to NBSS None ( 0 , w  (iOf25] (25,501 (50,751 (75,1001 Sample 

Al1 ages 
Case 
Contro1 

To ta1 
OR" 

Aged 40-49 
Case 
Control 

To ta1 
ORT 

Aged 50-59 
Case 
Control 

Total 
OR' 

'Cochran-Armitage test for trend, p=<.0001 
'Cochran-Armitage test for trend, p=.005 
'Cochran-Armitage test fm trend, p=.002 



of the projected area of the breast appears as mammographic dençity). Breast density is 

an important risk factor for breast cancer, not only because of the magnitude of the risk 

prediction, but also because it is present in a large fraction of breast cancer cases. 

In total, six stüdies have been performed 35.6.78.9 which have used multi-category 

quantitative classifications of mammographically dense tissue (note the studies differ in 

the exact definition of the categories). The evidence from these studies is summarized 

in Table 1.2 for the odds ratio between highest and lowest density categories used, and 

for the fraction of the cases having the most extensive density pattern (the matched, 

adjusted analysis of the data from Table 1.1 corresponds to "Boyd 1995" in Table 1.2). 

It has been consistently shown in these studies that women with extensive dençity are 

at a four- to six-fold increase in nsk over women with an absence of density. Together 

these studies provide convincing evidence not only that a strong risk prediction is 

possible through measurement of mammographic density, but also that increased 

mammographic density is present in a large proportion of breast cancer cases. Further, 

the final colurnn of the table indicates that in 5 out of the 6 studies there is a statistically 

significant trend that increasing density was associated with an increased risk for breast 

cancer. This is consistent with a dose-response relationship for mammographic density. 

The present categorization scheme for mammographic density has evolved from the 

original work of Wolfe in the 1970's.~~~" Wolfe developed a qualitative scale, later 

known as the Wolfe grades, that classified the breast as predominately fat or as one of 

several categories representing increased mammographic density associated with either 

the ductal structures or diffuse areas. These categories were then related to the 

subsequent development of breast cancer. The association of the Wolfe patterns with 

risk of breast cancer has been reviewed by Saftlas and Szklol*, and Goodwin and BoydL3 

who conclude that a two- to three-fold increase in risk is associated with the Wolfe 

patterns which show increased density relative to the pattern which reflects fatty tissue. 



Table 1.2 

Summary of six case-control studies which have used quantitative classifications of 
mammographie dewity. 

Partition Odds 
Reference Samp le Size ('10 prevalence) Ratio 95% CI Trend 

Boyd (1982)~ 183 pairs 

Brisson (1989)' 290 cases 
645 controls 

Wolfe (1987)~ 160 pairs 

Sa filas (199 1)' 266 cases 
301 controls 

Boyd (1995)~ 354 pairs 

Byme (1995)' 1880 cases 
2152 controls 

0% vs. 2 60% 5.5 (2.3,13.2) Yes 
(33.8) 

<20% vs. 2 70% 
(15.6) 

4% vs. 2 65% 
(17.9) 

0% vs. 2 75% 
(10.5) 

"Observer estimation of density for each of three radiologists. 
b Observer estimation of density. 
' Cornputer-assisted measurement of density (see page 19). 



Although this is a significant risk factor for breast cancer, the Wolfe grades are not as 

strong a risk predictor as classificationç such as SCC (shown in Figure 1.1) which 

quantify the amount of mammographie density without regard for its appearance. This 

has been confirmed in the meta-analysis of Wamer et alf4,  which compared quantitative 

versus qualitative classifications of marnrnographic density (note that the first four 

studies of Table 1.2 were induded in that analysk). Consequently, this work focuses on 

classifications which are quantitative for marnmographic density. 

Compa&on with 0 t h  risk factors 

The importance of breast density as a risk factor for breast cancer is particularly evident 

when comparing it with other breast cancer risk factors. Of course, the biggest risk 

factors for breast cancer are assoaated with being an older wornan of North American 

origin. Some further weU-known risk factors for breast cancer are summarized in Table 

1.3 (adapted from Kelsey and  amm mon'^, ako Smith'). Factors that have not been 

included in this table because they are controversial or not fully characterized are the 

increased risks associated with a high fat diet, with increased alcohol consumption, and 

with exposure to environmental carcinogens (e.g. pesticides). Many of the factors listed 

cany  a risk prediction less than 2.0. 

Family history of breast cancer, which is commoniy considered one of the most 

important risk factors for breast cancer, only cames a substantial relative risk when 

multiple first-degree relatives (e-g. a mother and a sister) are involved. This form of 

farniiy history, however, is present in a very small fraction (estimated 1%) of breast 

cancer cases. Considerable interest has surrounded the recent discovery of genes 

involved in inherited breast cancer, namely BRCA-1 and BRCA-2'"17. These genes are 

seen to play a role particularly in early onset disease. Women that are heterozygous for 

either of these genes are at up to a 10-fold increase in risk". Although a genetic 

mutation is potentially a strong risk factor for disease, an hereditary factor is believed to 

be açsociated with only 3-10% of breast cancers19. 
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Table 1.3 

Selected risk factors for breast cancer. 

Group 
Risk Factor High-Ris k Low-Risk Relative 

Ris k 

Age 
Country of birth 

Socioeconomic status 
Marital s t a tu  
Place of Residence 
Nulliparity 
Age at first full term pregnancy 
Premenopausal oophorectomy 
Age at menopause 
Age at menarche 
Weight, postmenopausal 
Previous breast cancer (1 breast) 
Benign proliferative disease 
Previous cancer (ovary or endometrium) 
Family history (first degree relative) 
Family history (mother and sister) 
Radiation to chest 

PARENCHYMAL PATTERNS 

Old 
North America, 
North Europe 
High 
Never married 
Urban 
Yes 
> 30 yrs - 
No 
La te 
Early 
Heavy 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Large doses 

Dvs~las tic 

Young 
Asia, Africa 

Low 
Ever married 
Rural 
No 
< 20 yrs 
Yes 
Early 
Late 
Lean 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
minimal exp. 

Normal 



Table 1.3 indicates that some characteristics of breast tissue have been acknowledged to 

provide information on risk. For example, histologie information from a benign breast 

biopsy where atypical hyperplasia is f o n d  is associated with a four-foid increase in 

risk over an absence of the finding. The risk is as high as nine-fold when carcinoma in 

situ is present20. Of course this ~nformation is only available from breast biopsy 

specimens. Biopsy is an invasive procedure and the information is only as good as the 

selection of the tissue. 

Note that the reference to parenchymal pattern in Table 1.3 refers to the pioneering 

work of ~olfe*"" and those that foilowed in relating the qualitative appearance of the 

breast with risk of developing breast cancer. It is clear, however, from Table 1.2 (and 

the meta-analysis of Wamer et al1' referred to earlier) that quantitative estimates of 

mammographic dençity provide a much more substantial risk factor for breast cancer 

(between four and six) than the qualitative classificationç of the Wolfe grades. 

Despite the fact that a nurnber of factors have been associated with breast cancer, a 

study by Seidman et al" suggests that only about one quarter of breast cancer cases can 

be attributed to a known risk factor for the disease. In contrast, increased 

mammographic density carries a risk prediction that is among the strongest known nsk 

factors for the disease and it is present in a greater proportion of cases than the few 

factors with comparable risk prediction (in particular, certain types of farnily history 

and atypical hyperplasia at the site of breast biopsy). 

An additional feature of mammographic dençity, which sets it apart from other risk 

factors for breast cancer, is that it appears to be modifiable. Mammographie density is 

known to regress with age, attributed to the hormonal changes associated with 

menopause. There is evidence that hormone replacement therapy can preserve or 

increase mammographic density in peri- and post-rnenopausal women2. It has also 

been shown that a hormonal contraceptive that suppresses ovarian function can result 



in a significant reduction in mammographic dewity in just a 1-year intervalu. It is not 

yet known whether the reduction in dewity also reduces breast cancer risk. The 

observation that a strong risk factor for breast cancer can be altered gives hope to the 

development of potential preventive strategies (In Chapter 6 a shidy that has been 

performed as part of thiç work, which provides evidence that mammographic dençity 

c m  be affected by diet, is summarized). 

Controversies associated with mammographic density 

The limited acceptance of mammographic density as a risk factor for breast cancer has 

perhaps been associated with several controversies that raged when a relationship 

between breast patterns and risk of breast cancer was first proposed. There has been 

considerable variation in the magnitude of the risk prediction, particularly in studies 

using the early Wolfe grade scale. For example, Wolfe's initial study estimated a 

relative risk as high as 37. It was quickly understood that Wolfe's study was based on a 

referred group of symptomatic women. The enormous risk prediction has been 

attributed to bias in constructing the study gro~p2425. If studies are carefully designed 

and perfonned, the effects of bias c m  be minimized. Review of studies which used the 

Wolfe grades confirm an association between parenchymal pattern and breast cancer 

risk and suggest that the relative risk is on the order of two to three'2? 

Another controversial methodological concem was raised by Egan and M~steller'~, and 

has become known as the masking hypothesis. Egan and Mosteller were concemed 

that in dense breasts mammography is less efficient at detecting disease than in non- 

dense breasts. This has been confirmed as a major contributing factor to delayed 

diagnosis of breast cancersz7. It is unlikely, however, that masking can explain the 

increased risk associated with mammographic density". Consider, for example, the 

data presented in Table 1.2. The first four studies represent case-control studies, and 

the last two studies represent nested case-control studies following a cohort. In case- 

control studies of mammographic density, the mammogram taken at the tirne of 
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diagnosis is used for assessrnent of mammographically dense tissue; cases are the 

women that have been found to have breast cancer, and controls are free from the 

disease. In such a study, the effect of masking would result in an under-representation 

of mammographically dense breasts (both early and later stage disease could be 

included in lucent breasts, however, dense breasts would be more likely to represent 

later stage diseases). This would lead to an underestimation of the risk associated with 

mamrnographic density. In nested cases-control studies following a cohort, women are 

selected to be free of disease at the beginning of the study and incident disease is 

examined (the cases are women that developed breast cancer during follow-up). 

(Nested case-control study groups are often constructed retrospectively, for example, 

the two nested case-control studies summarized in Table 1.2 were assembled from 

subjects participating in the Breast Cancer Detection Demonçtration Project in the 

United States and the Canadian National Breast Screening Study, respectively). In 

women that are followed with regular examinations, the masking hypothesis implies 

that there should be a transient increase in cancers diagnosed in women with dense 

breasts. This increase would be the result of the discovery of disease that was present 

but not revealed at the initial examination. In short term follow-up of a cohort shidy, 

masking would thus suggest that the risk associated with mammographic densities 

would initially be an inflation of the true risk. In the data presented in Table 1.2, 

however, both case-control studies and nested case-control studies produce sirnilar 

estimates of risk. Further, in the nested case-control studies of Boyd et aP and Byme et 

al9, elevated rkk was obsemed with increased mammographic density with as many as 

ten years follow-up (data not shown). In more detailed analysis of the masking 

phenornenon within the population studied by Boyd et n i 3 ,  Speckman29 has shown that 

the increased risk with mammographic density is still obsemed when both the 

prevalent and incident cases are considered. In fact, the prevalent cases in those data 

were not even predominately in women with more lucent breasts. Together, these facts 

suggest that it is unlikely that the risk associated with mamrnographic density can be 

attributed to masking. 
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A further concem is that the observation of increased risk associated with 

mammographic demity may just be the result of a collection of other risk factors 

operating in the study population (this is referred to as confounding). Mammographic 

density has been most consistently observed to be less frequently reported in older 

women, in women with increased parity and ùi women with increased body weight (an 

association with a family history of breast cancer or race is inconclusive)lO. It is unlikely 

that the risk obsewed from measurements of mammographic density is an aggregate of 

other risk factors because the risk prediction with density is stronger than these other 

factors and it does not disappear when the data are controlled for these and other 

factors (see al1 studies in Table 1.2). In other words mammographic density is an 

independent risk factor for breast cancer. 

Mammographic density is clearly a strong and independent risk factor for breast cancer 

that cannot be explained by methodological concems or confounding with other risk 

factors. It is disappointhg then, that mammographic density has not received 

widespread application in the determination of breast cancer risk For example, in 

models to estimate breast cancer risk3'" many of the factors of Table 1.3 have been 

included but, as yet, breast density is not represented. This may be due to the initial 

controversiai findings, but rnay also be associated with concem over the optimal 

means for classifying risk from mammographic images. 

Addreçsing concems about the methodology of mamrnographic density measurement 

and the magnitude of the risk prediction are subjects of this thesis. Before proceeding 

with the specific details of this work, an outline of the biologic relationship of 

mammographic density with breast cancer is considered, followed by a discussion of 

the application of mammographic demity measurement to breast cancer research. 

Mammographic density and breast cancer 

At present, the reason for an increased risk of breast cancer associated with increased 
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mammographic density is undear. The composition of mammographic density, and 

more specifically of increased mammographic density, may shed light on that 

association. Mammographie density has been defined as fibroglandular tissue in the 

breast. Increased rnammographic density, therefore, refers to an increase in either the 

glandular (epithelial) tissue and/or the fibrous comective tissue (stroma) of the breast. 

One rationale for an association between an increase in epithelial tissue and risk of 

breast cancer is straightforward. Most breast cancers develop from the epithelial cells 

that line the ducts of the breast. If increased rnammographic density reflects an increase 

in epithelial tissue then the increased risk might be the result of more tissue at risk for 

developing disease. Indeed, some studies have shown that rnammographic density is 

associa ted with prolifera tion of the epithelial tissueB. 

In women with increased rnammographic density, however, the most common 

histological finding has been for increased collagen, which indicates an increase of the 

stromal componentu. hcreased stroma may be directly or indirectly related to the 

factor(s) which cause breast cancer. A direct relationship would suggest that the 

association of mammographic density with breast cancer risk is due to some action of 

stromal tissue on the epithelial tissue of the breast. Indeed, breast stroma produces 

growth factors that can influence the proliferation of epithelial tissueY. Altematively, 

the increased stromal component might be the result of factor@) which are affecting the 

epithelial tissue. In this case an increased stromal component in women with breast 

cancer would be an incidental finding and might suggest that increased rnammographic 

density is a surrogate for conditions which favour the development and growth of the 

neoplastic condition. 

In either case, there is cornpelling evidence that rnammographic density is associated 

with hormones. Evidence for this association includes observations of reductions in 

mamrnographic density with agexx (the circulahg levels of sex hormones declines 
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with age))'; the observation of a presewation, or increase in mammographic density 

associated with hormone replacement therapy*; and further, the observation of changes 

in mammographic demity induced with a hormonal contraceptiven. 

The implication of hormones is consistent with observed associations between 

mammographic density and other risk factors for breast cancer. The factors most 

consistently associated with marnmographic density are parity, age (noted above), 

weight and with lesser consistency diet and alcohol. The association between these 

factors and mammographic density may be due to the moderating influence that these 

factors have on hormones and growth factors which are in turn affecting the structure 

of the breast". These rnay further be mediated by factors controlling the metabolism of 

lipidss. 

Additionally, there are a number of environmental factors which have been implicated 

in the development of breast ~ a n c e r . ~ ~ ' ~ ~  Specific environmental agents have not been 

identified; however, hypotheses associated with dietary fat, for example, or some 

chernical carcinogens, suggest that these factors may also operate through effects on 

hormones. As a result these factors may be associated with breast cancer through 

manipulation of the structure of the breast (an increase in mamrnographic density may 

be an associated finding). 

The possibility of a genetic component contributing to parenchymal density is 

intriguing. Evidence for such a genetic factor is limited to a small study, which 

indicated that the mammographic patterns of monozygotic twins exhibit greater 

concordance than dizygotic twins". With the prevalence of mammographic density in 

the population, a genetic factor associated with the link between mammographic 

density and breast cancer might be a more significant discovery than that associated 

with the breast cancer genes BRCA-1 and BRCA-2. 



Applications for marnmographic density 

In general, factors which indicate an increased risk for breast cancer (and, therefore, the 

identification of women at increased risk) have important applications in both clinical 

and research aspects of the disease. Because it is a strong risk factor that is present in a 

large proportion of breast cancer cases, this is particularly hue of mamrnographic 

density. Additional applications arise from the potential to m o d e  a factor that is so 

strongly associated with the disease. 

As a cautionary note, it is important io realize that risk factors are derived based on 

populations. Not all women with a particular risk factor for breast cancer WU develop 

the disease, nor will all women without the factor be free of the disease. For example, 

the data of Table 1.1 illustrates that women with extensive density are more likely to 

develop breast cancer relative to women with an absence of densify. There are, 

however, women without density that develop breast cancer, and women with 

extensive density that do not. For an individual woman, risk factor information should 

be considered only as a guide. With factors over which the individual has some conhol, 

e.g. environmental exposures or lifestyle choices, this information may provide insight 

as to how risk might be reduced. 

Because no known method exists for the prevention of breast cancer, the options for 

women at high risk are limited to bilateral prophylactic mastectomy or increased 

vigilance to detect the disease early when the prognosis is more favourable. The 

observation that treatment following early detection can improve patient outcome has 

prompted widespread efforts to screen women that are asymptomatic for the disease by 

mammography. Women identified to be at increased risk for breast cancer may benefit 

from being followed more closely in such programs and this may also make more 

effective use of screening resources. Although increased marnmographic density is a 

strong risk factor for breast cancer, some women without mammographic density 

develop the disease. This fact suggests that, regardless of mammographic density, al1 



women w i t h  recornmended age groups should be screened at least on some regular 

interval. Instead of the identification of which women to screen, marnmographic 

density may have a role in the determination of the interval at which screening should 

occur. 

Information on mammographic density may be most useful in the research of breast 

cancer. In particular, women at increased risk for the disease are good subjects in 

whom to study its causes. The strong relationship between mammographic density and 

breast cancer risk suggests the causes of breast cancer may be better understood by 

finding the factors that are associated with mammographically dense tissue and how 

that tissue changes. As a strong risk predictor for breast cancer that is potentially 

modifiable, mammographic density rnay ako be a good target for the development and 

monitoring of potential preventive strategies. For example, changes that occur in 

mammographic dewity may be an important interim observation with manipulation of 

hormonesu, tamo~ifen~~,  or a dietary interventionu. 

The applications of mammographic density rneasurement to breast cancer research will 

be revisited in Chapter 6 where some examples from both interventional and etiological 

research with the mammographic density techniques under development in this work 

will be reviewed. 

Ovetview of thesis: general 

The work of this thesis is part of a much larger program in breast cancer research at the 

University of Toronto. This program is directed by Dr. Norman Boyd, with 

collaboration from scientists including Dr. Martin Yaffe and Dr. Mike Bronskill, and 

statistical support from Dr. David Tritdiler and Gina Lockwood. The program as a 

whole considers mammographic density assessrnent and its applications to breast 

cancer research. My contributions to this program, which are described in the 

following, have been primarily concemed with the methodology for measurement of 



mammographic density. New techniques are considered, motivated both by limitations 

that c m  be identified with subjective classification of mammographic density and by 

consideration of the applications for such measurement. The implementation of these 

techniques into studies of the causes of breast cancer and the evaluation of potential 

preventive strategies is an important part of the larger program. Several studies, which 

use the measures 1 have developed to diaracterize mammographic density, are 

sumrnarized in the last chapter. 

A strong risk prediction is possible with subjective classification of mamrnographic 

density (cg. SCC); however, several limitations have been identified. These are 

primarily associated with the fact that present strategies are based on a subjective 

classification made by an observer. Use of subjective criteria contributes to considerab 

inter- and intra- observer variation in making the classification. For example, in the first 

study of Table 1.2' three radiologists made classifications of mammographic density 

and there is considerable variation in the magnitude of the risk prediction between 

them. In that shidy, agreement between radiologists was as low as 60%. Subsequently 

it has been found that CO-operative training of radiologists can improve their 

agreement, however, this is not possible or practical in general. A further limitation is 

associated with the coarse categorization scales, whidi make it difficult to distinguish 

small differences in mammographic density. The ability to measure smail differences in 

mammographic density would be particularly important in studies which investigate 

changes in density with time or with a potential intervention which may alter the 

breast. The use of more categories to provide a finer scale of density assessed in the 

same subjective manner would likely increase variability in classification. 

The goal of this work has been to develop tools to characterize mammographic density 

on a continuous scale (quantitative), with particular consideration for magnitude of the 

risk prediction, and the reliability of classification. It has been a requirement of this 

work that the features be calculated from images without further information, i.e. they 



can be calculated retrospectively. This restriction allows their calculation from images 

that have already been acquired and may be part of existing studies. The summary of 

this work (the last chapter) includes some speculation about techniques for a more 

complete quantification of manunographic density that might be possible if this 

restriction were relaxed. 

The work in this thesis builds upon research carried out as part of my M.Sc. research at 

the University of TorontoU (and has been reported in the journal Physics in Medicine and 

~iology's) .  There, I described a semi-automatic tedinique which uses an interactive 

thresholding procedure to help an observer make a very quantitative and reliable 

segmentation of marnmographic density. This work considers more objective means of 

classification through characterizations of brightness and texture in the image. Also in 

this work, both the subjective and objective measures are evaluated for their ability to 

predict risk of breast cancer. Because the subjective thresholding technique is evaluated 

with the objective techniques proposed in this work, a brief description of the 

thresholding measure is included at the end of this section. 

These techniques have been developed for digitized representations of the 

mammographic image, which facilitates their manipulation by cornputer. Direct digital 

acquisition of rnammographic images has been under development for many years and 

several strategies are now entering the stages of early clulical evaluation""'. The 

availability of direct digital rnammographic images would facilitate processing and 

analysis of images of the breast, including the work under consideration in this thesis. 

Semi-automated feature: interactive thresholding 

As a first approach at providing a more quantitative estimate of mammographically 

dense tissue in the breast a simple observer-assisted technique called interactive 

thresholding was proposed. This technique can easily be applied to a digital 

representation of the rnammographic image as described in the following. 
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In the digitized image, the brightness of each picture element (pixel) is represented by a 

grey-level value. In the thresholding procedure, an observer manipulates a computer 

trackball to select threshold grey levels which identify the edges of regions of density in 

the breast. The result is observed on a graphics overlay of a computer display of the 

image. An observer selects two threshold grey-level values. The first identifies the 

edge of the breast from the background (area outside the breast). This threshold is 

referred to as i ,  and it is illustrated for the breast image of Figure 1.2 by the dashed 

line. Sirnilarly, a second threshold is selected which best outlines region(s) of 

mammographic density in the image, and above which all pixels are interpreted as 

mamrnographic density. This ihreshold is referred to as i,, and pixels of this value are 

represented by the solid bright line for the breast in Figure 1.2. The size of each region 

can be deterrnined by counting the enclosed pixels, a process that is simplified by 

considering the histograrn of grey-level frequencies from pixels within the breast. The 

histogram is constructed such that hi represents the number of pixels with grey-level i. 

The area under the histogram, (summuig al1 pixels in the hiçtogram above i,, to the 

maximum grey-level i,), is then a measure of the projected area of the breast, M A :  

MhX 

AREA = C hi 

Pixels in regions of mamrnographic density have a grey-level, i>i,,. The area under the 

histograrn above thiç threshold is representative of the projected area of 

mammographic dençity in the breast. The ratio of these totals defines the proportion of 

mammographic density in the breast, PD: 

i=i Dr PD=- x 100% 
AREA 



Figure 1.2 An illustration of the semi-automatic thresholding procedure, PD, for the 
qumtitative determination of the proportion of the area of the projected image of the 
breast that appears as mammographically dense tissue. The dashed h e  indicates the 
selected threshold for the edge of the breast; the solid line indicates the selected 
threshold for the edge of rn&ographically dense tissue. 



The use of grey-level thresholding to distinguish mammographic density allows a 

relatively simply decision criterion to be applied, which has contributed to reproducible 

measures, both within and between obse~ers ,  of the extent of mamrnographic demity 

within the breast and of the total projected area of the breast4'. 

Overview of thesis: specific 

Chapter 2: Alitomated techn iqties 

PD provides a very quantitative estimate of mammographic density; however, an 

observer is still required to distinguish dense from non-dense tissue. Although a 

reliable estimate is possible, there is variability which is dominated by inter-observer 

variationsG. For this reason it would be desirable to develop more automated 

techniques of characterizing mamrnographically dense tissue. 

With a digital representation of the mammographic image, computer algorithms c m  be 

defined to calculate parameters, or features, to characterize the breast. With 

appropriate definitions these could be calculated automatically and, therefore, 

reproducibly. A nurnber of studies 48.49M.51 have used the cornputer to calculate features 

which characterize brightness and texture variations in digital mammographic images. 

In this work, a measure of image brightness variations based on the skewness (third 

moment) of the histogram distribution of pixel grey-levels and one of texture quantified 

by the fractal dimension, are applied to digital images of the breast. The selection and 

development of these features is described in detail in Chapter 2 of this thesis, and has 

been piiblished in Physics in Medicine and 13iologys'. This work indicates that good 

correlations between subjective dassifications of rnammographic density (SCC) and the 

automated parameters, regional skewness and hactal dimension are possible. These 

parameters are robust to simulated variations in rnammographic technique, similar to 

those found in clinical practice. This observation is particularly important in light of the 

fact that, in more general applications of risk prediction from mammographic density 

measurement, rnammographic images will be taken over time and at different centres. 



Chpter 3: Symmety of pattern 

A further procedural issue of practical importance is the subject of the third chapter. 

Specifically, the extent to which information about mammographic pattern is carried by 

any one of the four views obtained in a typical ciinical mammographic examination is 

investigated. This work concludes that in the study and application of mammographic 

density classification representative information is provided by a single view. This 

conclusion applies to both subjective classification and computer-based measures. It 

has often been assumed that this symmetry exists; however, it has not previously been 

demonstrated that this is in fact the case. This result is of considerable practical 

importance for large studies that use characterizations of mammographic density. 

Analysis of mammographic density from a single view of the mammographic exam 

saves the additional costs of digitization storage and analysis of the other three views. 

The work presented in this chapter has been published in the European Journal of Cancer 

~revention". 

Chapter 4: Direct evaluation of risk 

Up to this point, both the subjective and objective techniques proposed for 

characterization of mammographic demity have been evaluated as  risk factors by 

cornparison with SCC, a known and strong risk factor for breast cancer (i.e. indirectly). 

The strong correlations between these measures and SCC has prompted their direct 

evaluation as risk factors for breast cancer in a nested case-control shidy using subjects 

recruited from the Canadian National Breast Screening Study. These results are 

discussed in detail in Chapter 4 and have been published in two reports. The 

evaluation of the subjective measures SCC and PD was published in the Journal of the 

National Cancer 1nstitute3. The evaluation of the objective measures regional skewness 

and fractal dimension will appear in the journal Cancer? These data show that 

significant risk prediction is possible with the continuous interactive measure, PD, and 

the automated parameters, regional skewness and fractal dimension. This study is the 

first to show an association between automated measures of marnmographic density 



and risk of breast cancer. The resulting risk factors are stronger than many other 

known risk factors for breast cancer, although not at the same magnitude as that from 

SCC. Nevertheless, this study is an important step forward in developing a strong 

automated measure of mammographic density. Further work c m  build on these 

findings to find the additional features of mammographic density that radiologists are 

incorporating in their subjective evaluations. 

Chapter 5: Marnmog-aphic density fiom thickness equalized images 

In the fifth chapter a potential limitation associated with the calculation of features of 

mammographic density directly from the mammographic image is considered. As 

defined, these features operate on the relative brightness between pixels in the image. 

Relative brightness, however, depends on the composition as well as thickness of the 

breast. With proper compression the breast will be of uniform thickness except in the 

margin where thickness is reduced. Depending on the size and compressed thickness 

of the breast, the m a r p  can represent a substantial portion of the projected area of the 

breast. In the margin, brightness due to composition variations are overwhelmed by 

the changing brightness associated with reduction in thickness. The radiologist may be 

(consciously or subconsciously) accounting for this change in brightness when making 

the classifications of SCC. The features described in this work, however, have been 

calculated from the image without explicit consideration of thickness. To compensate 

for the changes in brightness that result from the reduction in thickness near the 

margin, a transformation of the image is proposed. In this chapter, which has been 

published in association with the Third International Workshop on Digital 

~ a m m o g r a ~ h y " ,  evidence from a preliminary analysis of the effect that the 

transformation has on the value of the interactive and automated features is presented. 

There is potential that calculation of the features of mammographic density from the 

transformed image may strengthen the 

parameters. A direct evaluation, using 

Chapter 4, is underway. 

risk prediction associated with these 

the nested case-control database described in 



Chapter 6: Surn~nary andfi ture zuork 

The sixth and final chapter of this thesis summarizes the development and evaluation of 

alternative methodologies for the measurement of mammographic density to predict 

the risk of developing breast cancer. This work is the first to show an association 

between automated measures of mammographic density and risk of breast cancer, and 

is an important step in developing reliable measures of mammographic density which 

provide risk prediction as strong as subjective assessment. To thiç end, the continuation 

of this work will include the direct evaluation of the effect of thickness transformation 

on the parameters of mammographic density that have been defined in this work. It is 

further speculated that relaxation of the requirement for a technique that c m  operate 

retrospectively on mammographic images may allow for a measure of the volume of 

mammograp hic density. A preliminary experiment in which a calibra tion is 

consmicted from a phantom object included with the image, to relate brightness with 

the volume of mammographically dense tissue, is described. Also discussed in the 

sumrnary is the potential for the thickness correction technique of Chapter 5 to facilitate 

improved display of digital rnarnmograms on present sofi- and hard- copy devices 

which have lirnited display characteristics. A description of the thickness correction 

technique will appear in Radiology". 

Finally, in this last chapter, three additional studies are briefly sumrnarized which have 

been performed as part of the collaboration in the larger program of mammographic 

density research underway at the University of Toronto. These studies emphasize the 

importance of quantitative and reliable measurement techniques for mammographic 

density and underline the potential of such measurement to contribute to a greater 

understanding of breast cancer. 
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2. Automated analysis of mammographic 
densities' 

INTRODUCTION 

While breast cancer risk assessment through characterization of mammographic density 

is promising, it is currently based on a subjective appraisal of the mammogram. This 

can lead to variability in classification both within and between observers. Further, 

coarse scales do not accurately quantify continuous variations that exist in breast 

parenchyma. The introduction of more categories assessed in the same subjective 

manner would likely increase variability. 

To address these limitations 'features' to characterize mammographic dençity, which 

can be calculated automatically and on a continuous scale, have been investigated. The 

details of this development are presented in this chapter. Much of this work is 

published in Physics in Medicine and ~iology'. 

Automated image features 

Mammographie density (defined on page 2) is distinguished in the image on the basis 

of both brightness and texture variations. As candidate features, which might 

characterize these variations on an automatic and continuous scale, two features are 

considered: the fractal dimension (a measure of texture) and the regional skewness (a 

parameter measured from the histogram of brightness for pixels in the digitized image). 

Fractal analysis: introduction 

"Fractal geometryf', proposed and initially developed by Mandelbrot2 can provide a 

mathematical description for complex shapes which are not easily described by 

(contains material from a paper published in Physics in Medicine and Biology 1996;41:909-923 
O 1996 IOP Publishing. Repnnted by permission of the Institute of Physics Publishing Ltd.) 
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Euclidean geometry. (This geometry iç particularly well suited to the description of 

objects formed under n.atural (non-Euclidean) forces.) "Fractal objectç" often possess an 

invariance or "statis tical self-similarity " when observed under different scales. This 

property can be used to determine a "fractal dimension" which quantifies the 

complexity of the object. Fractal dimension is consistent with the concept of spatial 

dimension, but is not restricted to being an integer. For example, a higher fractal 

dimension represents a more complex or space-filling object2". 

The fractal concept has been applied to many fields in mediches, and in particular has 
6.73.9.10 foound widespread application in the description of radiographic images . In such 

application, the fractal dimension has been calculated to characterize the inherent 

texture in regions of the image. In earlier work by Caldwell et al': it was found that a 

fractal dimension couid be calculated for mammographic parendiyma, which was 

related to the qualitative categories of the Wolfe grades. In fact, ~ o l f e ' s " ' ~ ~  original 

description of regions of fibroglandular tissue as sheet-like areas of density was 

suggestive of textural analysis for mammographic parenchyma. As seen in the images 

and correspondhg surface plots from Figure 2.1, a breast with a small degree of density 

will have an image with coarse texture, due to good contrast between the connective 

tissue and the predominately fatty glandular tissue. Similarly, when there is a high 

degree of mammographic density, the image will appear smoother which should be 

reflected by a lower fractal dimension. It is the hypothesis of thk work that the fractal 

dimension, calculated from a mammographic image will be a useful quantitative 

parameter to represent the proportion of mammographic density. 

Histogfam nnalysis: introduction 

In previous work" (summarized in Chapter 1) the grey-level histogram of the digitized 

mammogram was used in an interactive thresholding procedure to facilitate the 

quantification of mammographic density. Here it is proposed that parameterization 

of the shape of the histogram, which is representative of the variation or distribution of 



Figure 2.1 A wire-frame representation of the surface that can be associated with a 
mammographie image of the breast. In the digital representation, the grey-level of each 
pixel determines the height of the terrain. The upper image and terrain represent minor 
dewities, while the lower represent extensive densities. 



brightness in the image, may provide an index of mammographic density which, unlike 

the thresholding procedure, can be calculated completely automatically. The shape of 

the histograrn c m  be represented by the moments of the distribution about the mean 

grey-level. In this work the third moment"*l5 whidi characterizes the asymmetry or 

skewness of the histograrn has been used. To be more sensitive to local variations the 

calculation is performed for regions of the image based on local means". 

Other au fomuted image fentures 

A number of other studies have investigated the application of computer analysis 

techniques to classify breast parenchymal pattern from digitized mammographic 

images either directly 10.17.18.19 202122 or through segmentation of the image . To evaluate the 

potential of these features to provide an index of risk, they were compared to the four 

categories of the Wolfe grades. The selection of the fractal dimension and regional 

skewness measures to provide an automated characterization of mammographic 

densityu is consistent with the study by Taylor et al" which found that the fractal 

dimension and regional skewness measurements provide most optimal discrimination 

of dense from fatty marnmograms (two categories). 

As described above, it has been found that quantitative classifications (e.g. SCC) provide 

a stronger index for risk. For this reason the regional skewness and fractal parameters 

are compared with SCC to test their potential to predict risk of breast cancer, rather 

than with the Wolfe grades which have been used in other studies. 

OBJECTIVES 

In this work, the ability of the fractal and regional skewness features to reflect the 

degree of mammographic density as quantified by an observer is considered. As a 

measure of mammographic density, radiologists' subjective classifications of 

mammographic dençity using the SCC categorization are used. Because there is a 

strong association between SCC and risk of breast cancer, this cornparison wilI provide 
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an (indirect) indication of the potential of these parameters to provide an index of risk 

of developing breaçt cancer. To evaluate further the characterization of mamrnographic 

density with these measures, each is tested for its sensitivity to variations in the 

technical aspects of acquiring the mammographic images. 

METHOD 

Selection of images 

Subjects in this shidy were selected from participants in a separate risk assessrnent 

s t ~ d y ~ ~ .  The women in the selected cohort were al1 pre-menopausal, and ranged in age 

from 36 to 49, with a mean age of 44. As part of that study, each woman had a 

mammogram performed with a modem mammographic unit, high contrast 

mammographic f i lm  and dedicated extended processing. In addition a regular qualiîy 

control program, including daily sensitornetric evaluation, phantom imaging and 

regular visits by a medical physicist, was in effect. Dr. Norman Boyd (a clinician at 

Princess Margaret Hospital in Toronto, and collaborator in this study), experienced in 

the classification of mammographic parenchvma, classified the right cranial-caudal 

image from 120 of the subjects using the six-category quantitative classification (SCC) of 

mammographic density described earlier (page 3). From this set, thirty cases were then 

selected at random in such a way that each category was equally represented. From the 

thirty selected cases, both the right and left cranial-caudad projections were utilized; in 

total 60 images were evaluated. 

Digitization and display 

The images were digitized using a Konica mode1 KFDR-S laser film scanner (Konica 

Corp., Tokyo, ~ a p a n ) ~ .  The scanner provides a IO-bit (1024 grey levels) output which is 

linear in the range 0.0 - 4.0 optical density. A format of 675 by 925 pixels, at 

260prn/pixel covering an area of 175.5pm X 240pm, accommodated the range of 

projected breast areas encountered in these images. While ths  resolution is generally 

inadequate for diagnostic purposes, it is quite sufficient for the detemination of the 



gross features of mamrnographic dençities. Manipdatiow of the images and 

calculations of the fractal dimension and regional skewness were performed on a SUN 

4/260 workstation (SUN Microsystems, Mountain View, CA). 

Calculations of image features were constrained to regions within the projection of the 

breast in the digitized mammogram by grey-level thsesholding (this procedure was 

described on page 20)". 

Fractal analysis 

The fractal dimension has been calculated following the approach of Lundahl et al6. 

This calculation is analogous to a '"box-counting technique" described by Barnsley3. In 

this approach, the brightness, i, of each pixel at (x,y) in a digitized image can be treated 

as a vertical dimension accompanying the two-dimensional assignment of pixels (of 

size, E x E) in the digitization process. This creates a surface shown schematically in 

Figure 2.2(a). 

The first step of the measurement technique is to determine the area, A(&), of such a 

surface for a given pixel size E. This surface area is calculated as a sum of the area of 

ead i  pixel, E', plus the contributions of the "exposed" sides of the boxes (difference in 

height (or pixel value) between neighbouring pixels): 

Mandelbrot2 showed that for certain structures or images, called "fractal", there is a 

power law relationship between A(€) and E, the exponent being related to the "fractal 

dimension". Specifically, for a two-dimensional image, the fractal dimension is given 

b y: 
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Figure 2.2(a) Demonstration of the calculation of A(&), in the measurement of 
fractal dimension. 

Figure 2.2(b) Demonstration of the regression of log [A(€)] versus log [E] in the 
measurement of fractal dimension. 



In practice A(€) is calculated from Equation (2.1), for various pixel sizes, E. In this study, 

as in previous work", different effective pixel sizes were synthesized by averaging 

adjacent pixels together. Combinations of 1x1, 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4 pixels (260lm/pixel to 

1.04mm/pixel) were used to obtain four values of e for the regression. The appiication 

of the fractal mode1 holds if, over the range of pixel sizes this regression is linear. 

Expressed in other words, Equation (2.2) indicates that for an image, the fractal 

dimension is equal to 2 minus the dope of the regression between log [A(&)] and log [el 

over a range of pixel sizes, E. This is iliustrated in Figure 2.2(b). 

It is important to note that the goal of this work is the development of a 

parameterization of texture and to investigaie it as an index to mammographie density, 

not to demonstrate the fractal properties of breast tissue. As su&, linearity in the 

regression over the range of d e r  sizes tested is used as an indication of the stability of 

the measure. To evaluate the fractal nature of the breast tissue rigorously, Linearity 

should be tested over a larger range of scale. 

Histogram analysis 

To generate the hiçtogram the number of pixels withîn the breast at each grey-level i is 

counted and assigned to hi. In the thresholding procedure, the identification of the edge 

of the breast is based on the selection of a grey-level threshold (i,,) below whch the 

image is considered to be background. To restnct the histogram to pixels within the 

breast, only pixels having i > i,, are considered. In general, for an image (or region of 

an image) containing N pixels, the kth moment, mk, of the histogram is given by: 



1 MAX 

where N = hi and ; = -, is the mean of the distribution. 
i =O ~ = a  N 

For this work the normalized third moment has been used: 

where normalization to the 3/2 power of xr+ (which is related to image variance), 

provides a unit-free measure. This facilitates comparisons of different distributions and 

distributions of different variability. 

To illustrate the measure of skewness defined in Equations (2.3) and (2.4), consider that 

a priori it was expected that the distribution, hi, associated with a region of fibro- 

glandular tissue would tend toward higher grey-levels (Figure 2.3(a)). The tail of 

values below the mean, ( i  c i), yields large negative contributions, ( i  - :)', which 

would result in a negative skewness (S < O). Similady, for a distribution which tends 

toward lower grey-levels (Figure 2.3@)), i-e. a region of fatty tissue, a positive skewness 

(S > O) would be measured. 

A measurement of skewness based on small regions of the breast should be more 

sensitive to local tissue composition than a single global measurement because each 

region would be calcdated with a local measure of ( ). A "regional" characterization 

can be obtained by dividing the projection of the breast into square non-overlapping 

regions (illustrated, for example, in Figure 2.4). For each region, the skewness can be 
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Figure 2.3 Distributions of negative (a) and positive @) skewness. 



Figure 2.4 Images to demonstrate global (from the entire projection of the breast) and 
regional measurement (from individual measurements for small square regions 
covering the breast). The square regions are 24 pixels on a side. 



calculated according to Equation (2.4) and averaged over al1 regions to obtain a single 

number, RS, for the image. A non-dense breast should have a more positive measure of 

RS as the majorîty of local regions refiect predominately fatty tissue (each with more 

positive skewness). As the breast becomes more fibroglandular, a more negative Rç 

should be measured due to a greater proportion of regions having more negative 

skewness. To investigate the effect of the region size on the measure of RS the 

calculation was performed for regions of 12x12, 24x24,48~48, and 64x64 pixels and for 

the entire breast (Le. a global measure). With decreasing region size a stronger trend 

between the measure and mammographic density was observed, although the range of 

the measure also decreased. The work that follows uses 24x24 pixel regions (3.12 mm x 

3.12 mm) chosen as a compromise between regions small enough to represent local 

tissue patterns, and large enough to provide a statistically meaningful result. The 

region size in Figure 2.4 is an illustration of the 24x24 pixels regions used in the 

calcula tions. 

Subjective Classification of Mammographic Density 

Two experienced mammographic radiologists (obse~ers  RI, R2) classified each image 

according to the six-category quantitative density scheme (SCC) described in Chapter 1. 

The categories of SCC are defined: NONE, (0,101, (10,251, (25,501, (50,751, (75,1001, as a 

percentage of the projected area of the breast whîch appears as mammographically 

dense tissue. The determinations of SCC were made in a single viewing session with 

random ordering of the images to be classified. 

Mammographic Technique 

Changes in imaging technique (e.g. film/screen combination, processing conditions, 

kVp and exposure tirne) can alter the mammographic appearance of breast tissue. The 

effect of changes in mammographic technique on the measured value of the regional 

skewness and fractal dimension were evaluated through simulated changes in the 

shape of the characteristic (H&D) curve. Eadi of the right cranial-caudal projections 



from the thu-ty subjects in the study was initially assumed to follow the sensitometric 

response of cuve  A, in Figure 2.5 (based on quality control data from the 

mammography site). The original optical dewities of each mammogram were 

translated through relative exposure values (corresponding to curve A) to optical 

densities of a lower contrast, wider latitude technique (curve B) or a higher contrast, 

narrower latitude technique (cuwe C). Curves B & C were based on observed 

variations in quality control data from the mammography site and are typical of 

variations found in clinical practice. Comparisow were made of the regional skewness 

and fractal dimension measurements from 30 images for the original sensitometry, A, 

versus each of the modified conditions B and C I  

Mdti-parameter classification 

To gain a preliminary idea of whether density categories occupy unique regions of 

"feature space", i.e. whether additional useful information is available from a 

combination of features, the measurement of fractal dimension was plotted versus the 

regional skewness measurement for each image. Using a Bayesian ~lassifier'~ the ranges 

in value of the automated measures that corresponded to the classification of SCC by 

radiologist were identified. The data were then partitioned on the basis of these ranges 

to autornatically assign a classification of mammographic density. The classification 

technique is essentially identical to that employed by Caldwell et al'" in evaluating 

fractal techniques for idenhfying Wolfe grades of breast parenchyma. The intraclass 

correlation coefficientn was used as a test of agreement between radiologists' 

classifications of mammographic demity and partitions of the data based on automated 

feahires. These comparisons were made for classifiers based on the regional skewness 

measure alone, the fractal dimension measure alone, and a combination of these. 



Figure 2.5 Optical density vs. logarithm relative exposure (characteristic curves) for 
three different sensitometries. 



RESULTS and DISCUSSION 

Fractal dimension and SCC 

For the 60 images studied, the measured fractal dimension ranged between 2.23 and 

2.54, similar to the range obsenred by Caldwell el alL0. In the determination of the fractal 

measure, the coefficient of regression between logarithms of d e r  size, E,  and measured 

surface area, A(&), over the 60 images ranged between 0.962 and 0.999, indicating 

excellent linearity of this relationship. 

Figure 2.6 illustrates the relationship between the density categories of the SCC 

assessed by radiologist and the fractal parameter. Results for only one radiologist are 

shown as the two radiologists in thiç study showed (unusually ) excellent inter-observer 

agreement (intradass correlation = 0.95). The Spearman correlation coefficient was 

used to evaluate the relationship between fractal dimension, a continuous variable, and 

SCC, a categorical variable. From the value of the Spearrnan coefficient, R,=-0.76, a 

strong negative trend is indicated (Le. as the proportion of rnammographic density 

increases, the fractal dimension decreases). 

Each category of SCC represents a range of mammographic density. Correspondingly a 

range of fractal dimensions is expected within a category. Figure 2.6 reveals that the 

range of fractal dimensions for each category exhibits considerable overlap with density 

categories. This overlap c m  be only partially explained by the categorical scale in, and 

variability in assigrunent of, SCC. The overall trend, that as the SCC category increases 

fractal dimension decreases, however, encourages a direct association of this parameter 

with risk of developing breast cancer. 

Regional skewness and SCC 

Figure 2.7 compares the regional skewness measurement, RS, with SCC performed by 

radiologist RI. As noted with the results for the fractal parameter, classifications of 



Figure 2.6 Scatter plot of the measured fractal dimension vs. SCC for radiologist RI. 
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Figure 2.7 Scatter plot of the regional skewness parameter vs. SCC for radiologist RI. 
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SCC for R2 were similar to RI, and therefore, are not shown. For the 60 images studied, 

the regional skewness measurement ranged between -0.27 to 0.19. 

As expected, Figure 2.7 demonstrates that the value of RS is positive for the less 

extensive density patterns and becomes more negative with increasing extent of 

density. A Spearman correlation coefficient of -0.88 was determined between RS and 

the SCC by radiologists. 

Sirnilar to the fractal parameter, there is some overlap in the measured value of RS 

across categories of marnmographic density. The strong trend, however, encourages us 

to pursue the direct association of this parameter, both alone and in combination with 

the fractal measure, directly with risk of developing breast cancer. 

Effect of mammographic technique 

Figure 2.8 summarizes the effect on the measured fractal dimension of sirnulating a 

lower contrast, wider latitude technique (curve B in Figure 3), versus the original 

assumed sensitometry ( m e  A) (Pearson correlation, %= 0.99). A similar result is 

observed for comparison with a simulation of a higher contrast technique (curve C) (R, 

= 0.99). Little variation is observed, suggesting that the measure of fractal dimension is 

robust to mammographic technique. 

The dominant effect of small changes in technique would be a shift in the histogram (i.e. 

a change in mean). Because the shape of the histogram would be largely unaffected, 

characterization through the higher order moments of the distribution should be 

relatively insensitive to variations in sensitometry. For the sensitometries shown in 

Figure 2.5, the effect on RS of a simulated low-contrast technique (cuwe 8) is illustrated 

in Figure 2.9 (R, = 0.96). The simulation of an increased contrast technique (curve C) 

yields a sirnilar result (R, = 0.95). Good correlation for each comparison indicates the 

RS measurernents are also robust to modest changes in mammographic technique. 



Regional Skewness for H&D Curve B Fractal Dimension for H&D Curve B 



Combining features 

Figure 2.10 is a scatter plot of the regional skewness for each image versus the fractal 

dimension. The symbol in the figure corresponds to the SCC classification of 

mammographic dençity by radiologist RI. In thiç representation, the categorization is 

simplified by combining the groupç NONE and ~ 1 0 %  mammographic density. 

The intraclass correlation coefficientn was used as a test of agreement for partitions of 

the data along the fractal axis alone (Figure 2.6), the regional skewness ais alone 

(Figure 2.7) and the two-dimensional feature space. Classifier performance, 

summarized in Table 2.1, indicates that better classification is obtained with a two- 

dimensional, regional skewness-fractal classifier, than with either the regional skewness 

or fractal classifier alone. 

The regional skewness and fractal dimension measwements are each related to 

subjective mammograp hic density classifications. Used in combination, they enhance 

the separation between mammographic density categories. Because the SCC method is 

itself imprecise, however, there is limited value in attempting to optimize the 

relationship between automated image features and subjective classification of 

mammographic density. It is likely more useful to test direct correlation between the 

quantitative tools and risk of breast cancer. 
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Figure 2.10 Regional skewness versus fractal dimension for each image. The symbols 
correspond to the density classifications of radiologist RI. 

Table 2.1 

htra-class correlation coefficients surnmarize the performance of automatic classification 
schemes based on regional skewness, fractal dimension and these measures combined 
versus radiologist (RI). 

- -- -- 

Cornparison Intra-class correla tion 
Regional skewness vs. RI  0.73 
Fractal dimension vs. RI  
Skewness-fractal vs. RI 



SUMMARY and FURTHER WORK 

Both the fractal dimension, which characterizes texture in the mammographic image, 

and the regional skewness, which characterizes distributions of image brightness, are 

well correlated with subjective quantitative classifications of mammographic density. 

This suggests that these parameters may be useful as alternative means to evaluate the 

risk of developing breast cancer. The objective nature of these measurements removes 

concems over observer variability in characterizing mammographic parenchyma. 

These parameters are not strongly dependent on mammographic technique and they 

can be calcdated automatically, making their use in mammographic parenchymal 

classification attractive. Preliminary results also suggest that, used in combination, 

these parameters c m  improve the automatic identification of risk groups. 

With a preliminary indication that these features are related to risk of breast cancer it 

would be desirable to q u a n w  the magnitude of that association. A database of images 

(whidi forms a nested case-control cohort) where the occurrence or non-occurrence of 

breast cancer is known (with 5-7 year follow-up) has been assembled and used to 

determine the magnitude of the association between breast cancer risk and these image 

features. This is the subject of Chapter 4. 
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3. Symrnetry of projection in the 
quantitative analysis of rnammographic 
images 

INTRODUCTION 

An important practical question in the anaiysis of rnammographic dençity is the extent 

to which information about rnammographic pattern is carried by any one of the four 

views of a typical mammographic exam. This applies to both cornparison, or 

symmetry, of side, i.e. b e t w m  the right (R) and left (L) breast in a given projection, and 

to symmetry of projection, i.e. between different projections of the same breast. 

A typical mammographic exam includes two projections, cranial-caudal (CC) and 

medial-lateral oblique (MLO) of each breast (R and L) for a total of four images. For 

diagnostic purposes it is important for the radiologist to consider all views. A second 

projection of the breast might reveal some subtle ciue to a suspicious lesion that was not 

apparent in the original projection because of the superposition of structures; 

visualization in both views might aid in three-dimensional localization. In the 

assessrnent of risk from rnammographic parenchymal pattern, however, it is the general 

organization of breast tissue that is of interest. If the information available from a single 

image is representative, then the measurement of quantitative, objective parameters 

could be simplified. For the purposes of parenchymal classification, the additional 

work and cost of digitization, storage and analysis of the other three views in a 

mammographic exam could be eliminated. As well, the invariance of breast 

parenchyma characterizations between views in a mammographic exam would have 

implications in retrospective studies of mammographic parenchyrna. For example, 

(contains material from a paper published in the European Journal of Cancer Prevention 
1996;5:319-327 O 1996 Rapid Science Publishers. Reprinted by permission of International 
Thomson Publishing Services Ltd.) 
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when studies include women diagnosed with breast cancer in one breast, it is 

sometimes necessary to view images from the other breast to avoid observer bias. 

Bilateral symrnetry would indicate that a meaningful description of risk determined 

from mammographic parenchyma could be obtained from the mammogram of a single 

breast. 

While asymmetry between images (either paired CC or ML0 projections) between the 

right and left breast is an important diagnostic indicator of abnormal processes' and has 

been investigated in automated detection of breast abnormalities2, there is evidence to 

suggest a high degree of symmetry normally exists. A study of over 8 000 women, by 

Kopans et al3, found that diagnostically significant asymrnetries were reported in only 

3% of mammographic exams. In a study by Boyd et al4, exact agreement in Wolfe grade 

classincation was observed between RCC and LCC projections in 71% of the 78 pairs of 

films classified. 

OBJECTIVES 

This study tests quantitative classifications of mammographic density to determine 

whether representative information about breast cancer risk c m  be obtained from 

consideration of a single image per women and is, therefore, sufficient for the 

estimation of breast cancer risk. This evaluation is performed by the correlation of 

radiologists' classificatiom SCC, the interactive measure PD (described in Chapter 1) 

and the regional skewness and fractal dimension parameters of the previous chapter, 

between CC images of the left and right breasts and between CC and ML0 projections 

of the right breast. It is often assumed that tk is symrnetry exists (i.e. there will be strong 

correlations in these comparisow); however, for both the subjective and computer- 

based measurements under investigation, +.me is no evidence that this is in fact the 

case. The work presented in this chapter is published in the Europenn Joitrnal of Cancer 

Preventions. 



METHOD 

Selection of Images 

The same subjects from the study described in Chapter 2 were used for this eva1uation6. 

In addition to the left and right CC images used in that analysis, the right ML0  

projection from each of the subjects was digitized in an identical marner. Ln total, 90 

images including 30 each of the right CC, left CC and right ML0 projections were 

studied. 

Parameters Evaluated 

Four techniques that characterize mammographic density were measured from each 

image and evaluated for syrnrnetry. Specifically, the parameters considered were: 1) 

subjective dassification of mammographic density by radiologists (SCC); 2) interactive 

density thresholding (projected breast area, A and percent mammographic density, 

PD); 3) regional skewness measurement; and, 4) fractal texture measurement. 

Measurernent 

For SCC, the 90 images were randomized and viewed one at a time by each of two 

radiologists at separate reading sessions. Each image was assigned to one of the 

categories of SCC. To minimize variability, the two experienced mammographic 

radiologists were trained together in the subjective assessrnent protocol before the 

study itself was performed. 

The interactive thresholding measurements of projected breast area, A, and percent 

mammographic density, PD, were described in Chapter 1. The 90 images were 

randomized and measured one at a time, via the cornputer-assisted technique, by each 

radiologist in separate reading sessions. The measurements were performed by the 

same radiologists who made the SCC measurements 



The automated measures, regional skewness and fractal dimension, were calculated for 

each image according to the techniques described in Chapter 2. 

Each of these measurements has been described in previous chapters for images in the 

CC projection. For the ML0 projection a manual segmentation was performed on the 

digitized image to exclude the projection of the axillary muscle from the calculations. 

Evaluation of symmety 

For each of the four measures, correlation with respect to side (left versus right breast) 

and projection (CC versus MLO) was tested. For the subjective classification (SCC) the 

Spearman non parametric correlation coefficient, R,, was calculated, while for each of 

the quantitative measures, least squares linear regression was performed and the 

Pearson correlation coefficient, R,, was calculated. 

RESULTS 

Subjective CZassificution 

For each of the radiologists, a Spearman correlation Rs = 0.95 was measured for 

comparison of the subjective classification of marnmographic density (SCC) between 

cranial-caudal projections of the right and left breast (RCC vs. LCC) from the 30 women 

in this study. Similarly, the correlation of SCC measurements for both radiologists was 

R, = 0.95, between cranial-caudal and medial-lateral oblique projections of the right 

breast (RCC vs. RMLO). These are very high levels of concordance for cornparisons of 

subjective classification of mamrnographic density between both side and projection. 

Interactive Thresho Iding 

Comparisow of the quantitative measurements of percent dewiiy (PD) and projected 

breast area for the density thresholding techniques performed by the radiologist 

readers are summarized in Table 3.1. For each comparison (RCC vs. LCC and RCC vs. 

RMLO), the values of the Pearson correlation coefficient, %, and the least squares linear 



regression slope and intercept with 95% confidence intervals' are shown. The 

comparison of PD measurements is shown in Figure 3.1 (a) and (b) for radiologist RI  

and in Figure 3.1 (c) and (d) for radiologist R2. For each radiologist, one measurement 

of PD was excluded due to an obvious miçassignment of the i,, threshold. Again, 

correlation was found to be excellent. 

The breast area measurements, specifically the intercept of regression for RMLO vs. 

RCC, also summarized in Table 3.1, indicate that even with the exdusion of the 

pectoralis muscle, slightly more tissue is observed in the M L 0  than in the CC 

projection. This difference is attributed to additional tissue in the d a  that appears in 

the M L 0  projection with proper positioning. 

Objective Density and Texture Classification 

Measurements of the regional skewness parameter and the fractal dimension are shown 

in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, respectively, for cornparisons of the right and left CC projections 

(part a) and similarly the CC and M L 0  projections of the right breast (part b). Table 3.2 

summarizes Pearson correlations as well as slope and intercept with 95% confidence 

intemals. These indicate a strong correspondence for left-right symmetry in both 

parameters. Slightly greater variation was noted in both parameters, for cornparisons 

between projections. 



Table 3.1 

Cornparisons of symmeiry for side ( lefi CC vs. right CC) and projection (right ML0 
vs. right CC) for subjective rneasures (PD and AREA) of mammographic densities. 

Parameter left CC vs. right CC right ML0 vs. right CC 

PD: RI. 
Co rrela tion 
Slope 
Intercep t 

PD: R 2  
Correla tion 
Slope 
htercep t 

AREA: R1 
Correlation 
Slope 
Intercept 

AREA: R2 
Correla tion 
Slope 
Intercep t 

CC, cranial-caudal; MLO, medial-lateral; PD, percentage demity 
t e m s  in parentheses are negative 
+ indicates 95% confidence intervals on slope and intercept, respectively. 
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PD - RCC 

PD - RCC 

PD - RCC 

PD - RCC 

Figure 3.1 Assessments of the percentage of the breast occupied by mamrnographic 
density uing the semi-automated measure PD are compared for a) left-right 
symmetry in the CC projection (RCC vs. LCC) and b) symmetry of projection in the 
right breast (RCC vs. RMLO), for radiologist observer RI. Panels c)  and d) show 
corresponding measurements for radiologist R2. The identity Iine is indicated by the 
solid line in each panel. The '+' symbol identifies one measurement for each 
radiologist that was considered a misassignrnent of the density threshold and was 
excluded from the analysis. 



a a 2 a i o . o  ai 

Regionai Skewness RCC 

Figure 3.2 The regional skewness parameter is compared for a) symrnetry of side (RCC 
vs. LCC), and b) symmetry of projection (RMLO vs. RCC). In each panel the solid line 
is the identity line. 

Fractal Dimension RCC Fracîai Dimension RCC 

Figure 3.3 The fractal texture index is compared for a) left-right symmetry (RCC vs. 
LCC), and b) for symmetry of projection (RMLO vs. RCC). The identity line for each 
comparison is also shown. 



Table 3.2 

Cornparisons of symmetry for çide ( left CC vs. right CC) and projection (right M L 0  
vs. right CC) for objective measures (regional skewness and fractal dimension) of 
mamrnographic breast densities. 

Parameter left CC vs. rierht CC right ML0 vs. rie;ht CC 

Regional skewness 
Correlation 
510 pe 
htercep t 

Fractal dimension 
Correlation 
Slope 
htercep t 

CC, cranial-caudal; MLO, medial-lateral; PD, percentage density 
ternis in parentheses () are negative 
+ indicates 95% confidence intervals on slope and intercept, respectively. 



DISCUSSION 

Al1 parameters show strong Ieft-right symmetry (RCC vs. LCC). The slopes in each of 

the regressions include 1.0 and the intercepts include 0.0, within 95% confidence 

intervals. Although natural variation between the right and left breasts is expected, 

these differences do not signihcantly affect the value of either subjectively or objectively 

derived features from the mammograms. 

Strong correlations were also obsemed for comparisons of the RMLO and RCC 

projection. In most cases, the 95% confidence intervals for the slope and intercept 

include 1.0 and 0.0 reçpectively. This suggests that each of the parameters reflect the 

general organization of breast tissue, independent of projection. Slight variation with 

projection is not surprising because compression and the different projection angle 

coupled with the non-linear nature of the radiographic irnaging process will alter the 

appearance of breast tissue in the different projections. 

These results indicate that a representative characterization of mammographic density 

can be obtained from analysis of a single projection of one of the breasts. This 

conclusion facilitates the extraction of marnmographic density information, and is, 

therefore, an important contribution to studies that use mammographic density 

measurement (several examples were outlined in the Introduction: Chapter 1, page 16). 

Typically the choice for which projection to use is arbitras.. In studies for which 

disease is present in one of the breasts, an image from the contralateral breast should be 

used. 
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4. Analysis of mammographic densities 
and breast cancer risk' 

INTRODUCTION 

Computerized image analysis techniques were introduced as a means of providing 

objective and quantitative characterizations of rnammographic density". These were 

discussed in detail in the Introduction and in the second chapter. It was shown that the 

semi-automated, or interactive parameter, PD, and automated measures, regional 

skewness and fractal dimension are strongly associated with subjective, quantitative 

categorization of mammographic density by radiologists (SCC). That assoaation 

motivates their further evaluation as breast cancer risk factors. 

OBJECTIVES 

In this chapter, the direct evaluation of these parameters as independent risk factors is 

described based on continuous models of risk determined in a nested case-control 

study. The nested casecontrol cohort was assembled using subjects selected f-rom the 

Canadian National Breast Screening Study (CNBSS)"'. Note that in the Introduction 

(Chapter 1, page 4), risk associated with SCC was demonstrated using this cohort. The 

work presented here summarizes two studies which evaluated risk associated with 

characterizations of mammographic density. The first, which was published in the 

Journal of the National Cancer Institute, considered the subjective measures SCC and PDS. 

The second investigated the automated measures regional skewness and fractal 

dimension and has been accepted for publication in the journal Cance?. 

(contains material from a paper published in Cancer 1997;80:66-74 O 1997 American Cancer 
Society. Reprinted by permission of Wiley-Liss, Inc., a subsidiary of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.) 
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METHODS 

General 

The earlier work on measures to diaracterize mammographie dençity compared them 

with subjective classifications (SCC) by radiologists. With a nested case-control 

population it is possible to evaluate directly the relationship of these parameters with 

risk of developing breast cancer. In a nested case-control design, the cases are women 

that have breast cancer and the controls are free of the disease; however, information 

was available from a point in time at which all subjects were free of the disease. Risk 

factors have been measured from information that is available from that point. The 

cases have then developed disease during a period of follow-up; therefore, incident 

disease is exarnined. "Nested" refers to that follow-up (or cohort) within the case- 

control study. (In a case-control design risk factor information is collected at a point 

when disease s t a t u  is known; thus, prevalent disease is examined). In this work, the 

case and control groups were selected retrospectively from the cohort of 45,000 women 

that had been randomly allocated to annual mammography from a population of 90,000 

women invited to participate in the Canadian National Breast Screening Study 

(CNBSS). This study was a multi-centre randomized trial designed to assess the 

efficacy of screening for breast cancer with marnmography. At the time of defining the 

study groups used in the present analysis, follow-up information was available for the 

first seven years for all subjects. 

Selecfion of cases 

Cases were selected from the CNBSS file of diagnosed breast cancers, as those wornen 

who had developed histologically verified invasive breast cancer. Subjects with in situ 

carcinoma only were not considered. The selection of cases was not restricted as to how 

the cancer was diagnosed (i.e. detection could be by rnammography and/or physical 

examination at screenirig or from clinically apparent disease outside screening). It has 

been docurnented' that breast cancer may be concealed by the radiographically dense 

parenchyma and stroma in the breast. nierefore, al1 women diagnosed with breast 



cancer within 12 months of entry into the CNBSS were excluded as case subjects. This 

exclusion should largely reduce the "masking" bias due to cancers present, but 

undetected at the entry screening examination (i-e. prevalent cancers) being rnistakenly 

identified as incident cancers when detected later. This potential bias might othenvise 

distort the risk associated with parenchpal densifies" (a discussion of masking can be 

found on page 12). All cases, therefore, represent incident disease, diagnosed at least 1 

year after entry and with as many as 7 years of follow-up within the CM3SS. 

Selection of controls 

Controls were selected from the same CNBSS cohort. One control was randomly 

selected for each case. To be acceptable the control must have had a follow-up duration 

equal to or greater than that of the correspondhg case at the tirne of diagnosis, with no 

diagnosis of breast cancer at that time. In fact, none of the controls had had a diagnosis 

of breast cancer at the time of defining the study groups (i.e. controls had at least seven 

years of negative follow-up). Further, controls were matched to cases according to: 1) 

the CNBSS centre at which the case was diagnosed, 2) year of entry to the study, and 3) 

age at entry to the study (within 1 year) . 

Mammographie pattern analysis 

Subjective classification of the extent of mammographic density into the categories of 

SCC was described in Chapter 1. As well, PD, art interactive technique which measures 

marnmographic density on a continuous scale (0400%) was described. The regional 

skewness and fractal dimension parameters, which also characterize mammographic 

density on a continuous scale and which are observer independent (Le. reproducible), 

were described in Chapter 2. All of these measures were calculated for each of the 

subjects in the selected cohort. (In this chapter the measures PD, regional skewness and 

fractal dimension are considered. The evidence that SCC is a risk factor for breast 

cancer was reviewed in the first chapter.) 



In the study presented in Chapter 3, it was demonstrated that information 

representative of mammographic density (measured by both subjective and objective 

measures) could be obtained for each subject from the analysis of a single projection of 

one breast'". Therefore, oniy a single image Fer examination - for al1 women, the cranial 

caudal projection - was seiected. In cases, the side contralateral to that with cancer was 

chosen, with the same side being chosen in the matched conhol. In al1 women, the 

mammogram taken at entry to the study was selected for analysis. 

S tatistical methods 

The main objective of this study was to develop and evaluate a continuous mode1 

relating the parameters characterizhg mammographic density to breast cancer risk. 

The analysis has been performed with matching between cases and controls and 

adjustment for other risk factors. To obtain an overview of the data set, however, an 

unmatched, unadjusted analysis was first performed. 

Unmatched analysis 

The interactive measure PD provides a quantitative estimate of the proportion of 

mammographic density on a continuous scale from 0400%. To illustrate the 

distribution of PD across the assernbled population, the measure for each image was 

assigned to a category, with the definition of categories identical to that of SCC. 

The automatic parameters regional skewness and fractal dimension are also continuous 

variables. The range of values for these parameters is well represented in this study 

because the set of assembred images includes a wide variation in mammographic 

density. As an illustration of the relative distribution of the measured value of each of 

these parameters between cases and controls, these data were also partitioned into 

categories. To facilitate cornparison with subjective measures of mammographic 

density, six categories were defined for each parameter such that the number of controls 

in each category equalled that in the corresponding category of SCC. 



With the division of data into categories, cmde risk estimates (OR) c m  be determined 

from the ratio of cases and controls across the categories, for each parameter. For al1 

parameters, the same cutpoints for each category were used in age sub-groupings for 

younger (age at entry: 40-49 yrs.) and older (age ai entry: 50-59 yrs.) women. 

Matched analysis 

The set of matched case-control pairs represents a cohort with follow-up of up to seven 

years. This study cm, therefore, be analyzed as a synthetic, or 'nested' case-control 

design". Using a proportional-hazards regression model12, the relative risk, RR, for 

factor, i, acsociated with a change in covariate &=xi-xif, c m  be expressed as: 

A multivariate analysis to examine the association between the automated parameters 

and risk of breast cancer, controlling for other risk factors, was performed. The 

regression coefficient pi was obtained by the method of maximum partial likelih~od'~, 

and evaluated for significance using the likelihood ratio test (interpreted approximately 
I I  14.15 as a x2 distribution for "goodness-of-fit ) . 

The matched analysis was performed for the interactive measure PD and for each of the 

automated parameters, regional skewness and frachl dimension (evaluated for the 

continuous variable). To determine the independent contribution to the model, 

adjustment included the following factors: age at menarche, parity, age at first live 

birth, number of live births, family history of breast cancer, height and weight. 

An investigation of the independence of the different techniques for characterizhg 

mamrnographic density analysis was performed separately. Combinations of the 

different measures, including the subjective measure SCC, were considered. 



The results of the proportional hazards analysis is interpreted in t e m  of risk for each 

measure using the parameter estimate, Pi,  multiplied by a difference in value of the 

corresponding covariate, hi, according to equation (1). With a continuous measure the 

choice of the diange in covariate to use is somewhat arbitrary. To faditate comparison 

with the risk prediction from SCC, the difference between the mean value of each 

measure in the lowermost and uppermost categories as defined for the unmatched, 

unadjusted analysis was used. 

Al1 p-values were calculated using two-tailed tests. Unless otherwise stated, 

signihcance refers to p 1 0.05. 

RESULTS 

Characteristics of szib jects 

Three hundred and fifty-four matched pairs of cases and controls were selected from 

the mammography a m  of the CNBSS. Adequate demographic information was 

available for three hundred and thirfytwo case-control pairs. Table 4.1 shows that 

cases and controls had sirnilar age at menarche, age at Arst live birth and height and 

weight. Cases had fewer children than controls and more frequently had no children. 

In this population, more of the cases than controls were premenopausal at entry to the 

CNBSS. 

Analysis of mammographie densities 

Calculations of regional skewness and fractal dimension were performed from the 

initial mamrnogram (at entry to the CNBSS) for each of the 354 cases and controls. 

Threshold selections, from w h i h  PD was calculated, were performed by Dr. Norman 

Boyd. Images were presented in a random order including 150 repeated images from 

which a reliability of 0.9 was estimated for the measure of PD. 



Table 4.1 

Surnmary of subject characteristics according to cases and controls 

Age ( y 4  
Age at menarche (yrs) 
Age at 1st live birth (yrs) 
Number of live births 
Weight (kg) 
Height (cm) 

Parity 
Premenopausal 
FamiIy history of breast 
cancer 

none 
1st degree relatives 
2nd degree relatives 

Case 
Mean 

49.8 
12.8 
25 
2.3 
63 
142 

Proportion 

78% 
42% 

60°/o 
15% 
25% 

Control 
Mean 

49.8 
12.9 
25 
2.8 
63 
144 

Proportion 

8 6 '/O 
38% 

64% 
12% 
24% 

p (t-test) 

0.99 
0.55 
0.44 
0.004 
0.13 
0.75 

p (x2) 
0.008 
0.034 

0.55 



Unmatched analysis 

Table 4.2 shows the distribution of each parameter according to the case-control 

assignment and to a division of the continuous scale for each measure into six- 

categories. Unmatched, unadjusted analysis is a straightforward extension of the data 

presented in this form. 

su b-analyses. 

Table 4.2a corresponds 

Eadi table shows the data for al1 women together and in age 

to the measurement of mammographic density with the 

interactive measure PD. The data are shown for women of all ages and separately for 

the 332 younger women (age 40-49 at entry) and for the 376 older women (age 50-59 at 

entry). (Note that a large number of images were declared during reading to have 'no 

density'. This may be a reading error. In the next chapter, a processing technique is 

proposed which would facilitate the presentation of images and may reduce or 

eliminate such a reading error. This will be considered with the re-reading of the 

images from this database that is part of the evaluation of the effect of the processing 

technique on measures of mammographic density, including PD). These data are 

qualitatively similar to those for characterization of mamrnographic density by SCC 

(see Chapter 1, Table 1.1). As expected, a trend for an increase in the proportion of 

breast cancer cases with increasing PD is observed. The age sub-analysis indicates an 

overall reduction in mamrnographic density with increased age, a result also expected 

from cornparison with the literature'"17. 

Tables 4.2b and 4 . 2 ~  show the number of cases and controls in each of the categories for 

ranking according to regional skewness and fractal dimension, respectively. For the 

entire population, values of skewness ranged from [-0.52,0.30] and the fractal 

dimension fell in the range [2.07,2.70]. These ranges are similar to those fowd in the 

preliminary analysis (Chapter 2)'. That analysis also found that the values of the 

regional skewness and fractal parameters were negatively correlated with 

mammographic density. As expected, then, these data show a tendency to a lower 



Table 4.2a 

Distribution of case and control subjects according to the PD measurement, where the 
categories are defined to be identical to those of SCC. The data presented are 
unmatched and unadjusted for other breast cancer risk factors. 

Proportion of breast occupied by densities, % 
Age at entry to Total 
NB SS None (0.101 ( 10.25j (25,501 (50.751 (75,1001 Sample 

All ages 
Case 
Control 

Total 
OR* 

Aged 4049 
Case 9 3 1 1  57 59 27 166 
Control 27 2 16 58 47 16 166 

Total 36 5 27 115 106 43 332 
OR+ 1 .O 4.50 2.06 2.94 3.77 5 -06 

Aged 50-59 
Case 33 9 28 68 4 1 9 188 
Control 52 18 44 5 1 15 8 188 

Total 85 27 72 119 56 17 376 
OR' 1 .O 0.79 1.00 2.10 4.3 1 1.77 

'Cochran-Armitage test for trend, pc.0001 
' Cochran-Annitage test for trend, p=.0003 
'Cochran-Armitage test for trend, pc.0001 



Table 4.2b 

Distribution of case and control subjects according to regional skewness measurement. 
For the entire study group, the proportion of control subjects in each of six categories 
matches the proportion of control subjects when the images are classified according to 
SCC. The data presented are unmatched and unadjusted for other breast cancer risk 
factors. 

Category of the regional skewness parameter 

Al1 ages 
Case 15 49 65 93 85 47 
Conîrol 25 61 73 97 67 31 

Total 40 110 138 190 152 78 
OR' 1.00 1.34 1.48 1.60 2.11 2.53 

Aged 4 W 9  
Case 7 14 25 33 53 32 
Control 7 17 29 47 44 22 

Total 14 31 54 82 97 54 
OR+ 1 .O0 0.82 0.86 0.74 1.20 1.45 

Aged 50-59 
Case 8 35 40 58 32 15 
Control 18 44 44 50 23 9 

Total 26 79 84 108 55 24 
OR: 1 .O0 1.79 2.05 2.61 3.13 3.75 

'Cochran-Annitage test for trend, p=0.002 
'Coduan-Armitage test for trend, p=0.12 
'Cochran-Armitage test for trend, p=0.005 



Table 4 . 2 ~  

Distribution of case and control subjects according to fractal dimension measurement- 
For the entire study group, the proportion of control subjects in each of six categories 
matches the proportion of control subjects when the images are classified according to 
SCC. The data presented are unmatched and unadjusted for other breast cancer risk 
factors. 

Category of the fractal dimension parameter 

Mean 2.49 2.40 2.34 2.29 2.24 2-18 To ta1 
Range (2.69.2.4-41 (2.44.2-361 (2.36,2.32] (2.32,2.26] (2.26,2.221 (2.22,2.071 Sample 

Age at entry to 
CNBSS 

Al1 ages 
Case 
ControI 

Total 
OR* 

Aged 40-49 
Case 
Confxol 

Total 
OR' 

Aged 50-59 
Case 14 31 52 54 24 13 
Contxol 22 39 47 43 29 8 

Total 36 70 99 97 53 21 
OR' 1 .O0 1.25 1.74 1.97 1.30 2.55 

'Cochran-Armitage test for trend, p=0.024 
' Cochran-Armitage test for trend, p=0.068 
' Codiran-Armitage test for trend, p=0.12 



value (higher category) for each pararneter, in cases compared to controls. Further, the 

age sub-groupings show a shift for both parameters toward lower values (higher 

category) in younger women and higher values (lower category) in older women. This 

shift is consistent with the expected reduction in mammographic density with age. 

Broken down by age, the tendency of the measured pararneter to lower values in the 

cases as compared with controlç is maintained. 

Also shown with Table 4.2 are the crude odds ratios (OR), for each category. For PD, 

the zero density category was selected as the reference. For the regional skewness and 

fractal dimension, because of their negative correlation with mammographic demity, 

the category that contains the highest values of each parameter was selected. A trend 

for increasing risk across categories is expressed by the Cochran-Armitage test for 

trend'" m e  trend is highly significant for the PD measure and sigruficant for most age 

groupings with the automated measures. 

The sparseness of some categories, particularly the referent category in the age sub- 

groups, contributes to the more erratic risk predictions found in the sub-groups 

compared with the data for al1 ages together. Overall, in unmatched and unadjusted 

analysis, these parameters lead to predictions of relative risk, as high as 5.06 for the 

(interactive) PD measure in younger women and 3.75 for the (automated) regional 

skewness measure in older women. 

With the same database, unmatched, unadjusted analysis for characterization of 

rnammographic density by SCC found that for women of al1 ages an OR of 5.3 could be 

measured. In younger women (aged 40-49 at entry) the OR was 6.1 while an OR of 7.1 

was measured in the older women (aged 50-59 at entry) (see Chapter 1, Table 1.1). 

Proportional hazards analysis 

A more appropriate analysis of the data takes into consideration the matdung (case- 



control pairs), adjustment for other risk factors, and the continuous range of each 

measure (rather than a division into categories). The proportional hazards models, and 

their associated risk predictions, for the continuous analysis of PD are presented in 

Table 4.3a, and for the regional skewness and fractal dimension in Table 4.3b. The 

matched analysis is based only on the 332 pairs for which complete information on the 

non-mammographie risk factors was available. In the age sub-analysis, also 

summarized in Table 4.3, there were 159 pairs of younger women, aged 4C 49 at entry 

to the study, and 173 pairs of older women, aged 50-59 at entry to the study. 

Entries in Table 4.3 corresponding to each mode1 are: P; the standard error in P, SE; and 

the p-value for P. The relative risk (RR) has been calcdated from Equation (1) using, for 

âx, the difference between the mean values in the lowest and highest categories for the 

categorization shown for each parameter in Table 4.2. This definition, although 

arbitrary, facilitates cornparison with SCC5. Equation (1) was evaluated for Pi+/-1.96.SE 

to obtain the 95% confidence interval (CI) on relative risk, also shown in Table 4.3. The 

analysis is presented with and without adjustment for non-mammographie risk factors. 

The continuous matched analysis for the interactive measure PD reveals a highly 

significant association with risk of breast cancer. Sirnilar results are observed with and 

without adjustment for other breast cancer risk factors. The magnitude of the relative 

risk prediction from the mode1 is dictated by the magnitude of the difference in 

covariate, but a reasonable estimate for women with extensive density indicates a 

strong risk prediction. The age sub-analysis indicates a relatively stable risk prediction 

regardless of the age of the women for the age ranges under consideration. On a 

continuous scale, for each lob increase in measured PD, there is approxùnately a 2% 

increase in risk of breast cancer. 

For the automated parameters, the continuous analysis indicates that both the regional 

skewness and fractal parameters are significantly related to breast cancer risk, when 



Table 4.3a 

Summary of the continuous, matched analysis for the interactive measure PD. The 
results are presented both for adjusted and unadjusted analysis. 

P SE AX RR=exp(Bbx) CI P 
Age at entry to 
CNBSS: 

AU: Age 40-59 (n=332) 
PD* 0.0171 0.0040 81.1 4.00 (2.12,7.56) <0.0001 
unadjusted 0.0179 0.0035 4.27 (2.45,7.45) <0.0001 

Age 40-49 (n=159) 
PD* 0.0166 0.0060 81.1 3.84 (1.48,9.97) 0.0026 
unadjusted 0.0163 0.0050 3.75 (1.69,8.30) 0.0006 

Age 50-59 (n=173) 
PDY 0.0194 0.0060 81.1 4.82 (1.86,12.52) 0.0012 
unadjusted 0.0196 0.0051 4.90 (2.18,11.03) <0.0001 

* adjusted for: age at menarche, age at menopause, number of live births, age at first 
chiId, family history of breast cancer, height and weight. 

p - the maximum partial likelihood estimate of the regression coefficient. 
âx - the difference between the mean of the lowermost relative to the uppermost 

category for each parameter. Note that with the first category defined as O, this 
value represents the mean value of PD for the controls in the upper category. 

CI - 95% confidence interval. 
p - test for p = O. 



Table 4.3b 

Summary of the continuous, rnatched analysis of the autornated parameters (regional 
skewness and fractal dimension) for the characterization of mamrnographic density. 
The results are presented both for adjusted and unadjusted analysis. 

P SE Ax RR=exp(pAx) CI P 
Age at entry to 
cmss: 

Ml: Age 40-59 (n=332) 
regional skewness* -2.70 0.86 -.4476 3.35 (1.57,7.12) 0.002 

unadjusted -3.16 0.79 4.11 (2.06,8.23) 0.0001 

fractal dimension* 
unadjusted 

Age 40-49 (n=159) 
regional skewness* -1.91 1.11 -.4476 2.35 (0.89,6.23) 0.087 

unadjusted -2.33 1 .O2 2.84 (1.16, 6.92) 0.022 

fractal dimension* 
unadjusted 

Age 50-59 (n=173) 
regional skewnesss -4.07 1.42 -.4476. 6.18 (1.78,21.5) 0.004 

fractal dimension" 
unadjusted 

* adjusted for: age at menarche, age at menopause, number of live births, age at first 
child, family history of breast cancer, height and weight. 

p - the maximum partial likelihood estirnate of the regression coefficient. 
Ax - the difference between the mean of the lowermost relative to the uppermost 

category for each parameter, with the categories as defined for Tables 4.2bfc. 
CI - 95% confidence interval. 
p - test for p = O. 



women of al1 ages are consiciered together. This effect is stronger without adjutment, 

but still significant when consideration of other non-marnmographic risk factors is 

included. For the differences in the covariates used in this example relative risks of 3.35 

and 2.54 were observed for the regional skewness and fractal dimension parameters 

respectively. Each of the measures provides a moderate prediction of risk, slightly 

larger for regional skewness than for the fractal rneasure. The age sub-group analysis 

differed from the analysis for ail ages together. For example, the regional skewness 

pararneter is suggestive (p=0.087) but not sigruhcant in younger women. Similarly, the 

fractal parameter is not significant (p=0.18) in the older age group. A similar trend was 

observed in the unmatched, unadjusted analysis. 

For comparison, similar analysis for the categorical classification of mammographic 

density by SCC' has found an adjusted RR of 6.05 for al1 women together. The risk 

prediction varies with age, however, hom a RR of 4.51 in younger women to 9.01 in 

older women. 

MicItiple characterimtions of mamrnographic density 

Although al1 forms of mammographic density are significant in themselves, and when 

adjusted for other non-mammographie risk factors, they are not independent of each 

other. When SCC is included in the model, none of PD, regional skewness or fracta; 

dimension provided significant hrther contribution to risk prediction. In models 

whidi incorporated PD and/or SCC no additional independent contribution to risk was 

found with the inclusion of either or both the automated parameters. When just the 

automated parameten characterizing mammographic density were included together 

in a model, it was found that for women of al1 ages the fractal parameter did not 

contribute significantly to the model while the effect of the regional skewness 

parameter was virtually unchanged from the adjusted model for regional skewness 

alone. 



DISCUSSION 

This study establishes relationships between continuous measures of the 

mammographic image with breast cancer risk through a proportional-hazards analysis 

in a nested case-control study. This was done for three measures: the interactive 

parameter PD; and, the automated parameters regional skewness and fractal 

dimension. Moderate relative risks of 4.00 for PD and 3.35 and 2.54 respectively for the 

regional skewness and fractal dimension measures were foiuid, after adjustment for the 

effects of other risk factors (age at menarche, menopausal status, number of live-births, 

age at first M d ,  family history of breast cancer, height and weight). The relative ris& 

found here are stronger than many other known N k  factors for breast cancerlg (see 

Chapter 1, Table 1.3) including the non-mammographie factors considered in this 

database. 

A comparison of the nsk prediction for the continuous interactive and automated 

measures studied here (from Table 4.3) and the subjective measure SCC5is shown in 

Table 4.4 for the same database. Al1 the forms of mammographic density estimation, 

both subjective and automated, were significant risk factors for breast cancer, 

independent of other non-mammographie factors in this population. Although 

significant individually, these features were not found to be independent of each other. 

This is not surprising because both the automated parameters were selected for 

investigation because of their correlation with SCCz. 

In review of the automated measures, a difference was obsemed in their correlation 

with SCC between the previous (see Chapter z2) and present studies. The Spearman 

correlation coefficients with SCC were -0.88 with 95%CI (-0.81, -0.93) for the regional 

skewness parameter and -0.76 with 95%CI (-0.63, -0.85) for the fractal parameter in the 

previous study. In the present study with CNBSS images, however, the Spearman 

correlations with SCC were only -0.60 for both the regional skewness and fractal 

parameters. The part of the analysis which considered multiple characterizations of 



Table 4.4 

Summary of relative risks for several factors that characterize mammographic density. 

Relative 
Factor Risk* 95% CI P 

SCCt 
PDt 
Regional Skewness' 
Fractal Dimension' 

' adjusted for: age at menarche, age at menopause, number of live births, age at first 
child, family history of breast cancer, height and weight. 
categorical model. Relative Risk has been calculated for >75% mammographic density 
compared to the category for no density. 
continuou model. To compare with SCC and PD the respective measures were 
partitioned so that the proportion of control subjects in each of six categories matches 
the proportion of control subjects when the images are dassified according to SCC. 
Relative Risk has been calculated for the range defined by the mean value in the 
uppermost category relative to the lowest. 



mammographic density found that the risk prediction of the regional skewness and 

fractal measures are not independent of SCC. Since it is likely that these two 

parameters are associated with risk through their association with SCC, the weaker 

correlation within the CNBSS images may explain, in part, why the risk prediction with 

the automated parameters was not as strong as that for SCC. The previous 

investigation used more modem mammograms taken from a single centre. In that 

study, the regional skewness and fractal parameters were f o n d  to be robust to 

simulated changes in mammographic technique, on the order of those seen within a 

facility (see Chapter 22). The images that composed this study, however, were taken 

from multiple centres over several years. The variations in technical quality of the 

images associated with the older, lower contrast mamrnography taken from the 

multiple centres in the CNBSS, were larger than that obsewed within the single centre 

in the previous study. This rnay contribute to the poorer association with SCC seen 

here. It may be worthwhile to reconsider the evaluation of these parameters in a 

database of more modem mammographic images. 

Although the autornated parameters are reproducible, they do not provide as strong an 

association as those derived with subjective classifications such as SCC. From our 

experienceuO, and the work of others where attempts were made to characterize 
212223 automatically mamrnographic density from image features , the fractal dimension 

and regionai skewness parameters were found to be in strongest agreement with 

subjective classifications of rnammographic density and, therefore, appeared to have the 

greatest potential to provide a strong risk factor for breast cancer that could be 

calcula ted automa tically . 

For the continuous interactive measure PD, a strong risk prediction is possible; 

however, the relative risk is not as high as that measured from SCC. A possible 

explanation for this difference may be that the radiologist is incorporating some 

estimate of the relative thickness of fibroglandular tissue as well as its area in the 



subjective appraisal. Whether it is possible to strengthen further the capability of an 

automated system to match the magnitude of risk prediction that has been 

demonstrated in subjective evaluation is under investigation. For exarnple, a measure 

that refiects the volume of mammographically dense tissue in the breast may give a 

better estimate of breast cancer risk than those discussed here, which assess the 

projected area of density. To permit a quantitative estimate of the volume of 

mammographically dense tissue, the technical aspects of the image acquisition must be 

considered. In the next and final chapters, alternative tediniques which consider that 

the mammographic image represents a projected volume will be presented. 

These results contribute to the already substantial amount of evidence linking breast 

pattern on mammography with risk of developing breast cancer. An interactive 

rneasure which provides a strong risk prediction, and two parameters which provide 

moderate predictions of risk and cm be calculated automatically have been evaluated. 

These measures allow for a continuous measure of mammographic density and address 

concerns of both repeatability within, and variability between, observers in the 

subjective assessrnent of mammographic density. In terms of risk prediction with these 

measures, the potential seen in subjective classifications of mammographic density has 

not been fully realized. For the first tirne, however, parameters which characterize the 

mammographic appearance of breast tissue and that can be calculated automatically 

and on a continuous scale have been directly associated with breast cancer N k .  
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5. Thickness Equalization of 
Mamrnographic Images and the 
Measurement of Mammographic ~ensities' 

INTRODUCTION 

In the first chapter it was demonstrated that one of the strongest risk factors for breast 

cancer could be derived from a subjective classification of mammographically dense 

tissue in the breast (eg.  SCC). It was &O described that subjective classification aiteria 

and coarse scales of dassification are potential limitations of risk prediction by SCC, 

particularly with respect to proposed applications. In an attempt to address these 

limitations, the previow chapters have defined alternative means for characterizhg 

rnarnmographicdy dense tissue and evaluated these directly as riçk factors for breast 

cancer. Briefly, these tediniques indude an interactive procedure, PD, which uses 

grey-level thresholding for regions of mammographicdy dense tissue in the breast (see 

Chapter 1) and, alternatively, completely automated features based on meastues of image 

texture through the fractal dimension, and image brightness through the skewness of the 

histogram of pixel grey-levels (see Chapter 2). These'features can provide a continuous 

measure of mammographically dense tissue and are considered because of the 

reproducible nature of their determination. When evaluated as risk factors, however, the 

magnitude of risk prediction (expressed by the relative risk) did not yield factors as high 

as those horn subjective dassifications of mammograp hic density (Chap ter 4). 

The parameters dehed  in this work operate on relative brightness between pixels in the 

image. Although it is composition which is of interest, the relative brightness depends on 

both thickness as well as composition. These measures may be more strongly related to 

rnamrnographic density if changes in thickness are accounted for. 

' (contains material from a paper published in Radiology 1997;203:564-568 O 1997 RSNA 
Publications. Reprinted by permission of the Radiological Society of North America.) 
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The thidcness of the breast during imaging is influenced by firm compression, which is 

used in mammography to reduce the thickness of tissue being irnaged and to make that 

thickness more uniforni across the image field. Compression was introduced to the 

mammographie procedure in the 1970's' and contributes to improved image contrast in 

several ways. The reduction in overall thickness reduces x-ray spectral beam hardening, 

and reduces the ratio of scattered to transmitted radiation reaching the detector. 

Compression also immobilizes the breast during the procedure minirnizing motion 

blurring, spreadîng out overlapping tissue structure, and reducing the range of x-ray 

exposure to be recorded by the receptor'. 

A breast under compression can be considered to consist of two regions: a central area of 

approximately uniform thickness; and, a margin where the thidcness is reduced. These 

are illustrated schematically in Figure 5.1. Depending on the size and compressed 

thickness of the breast, the margin can represent a substantial portion of the projected 

area. Centrally the image will Vary in brightness according only to the relative 

composition of fat and glandular tissue in the breast. In the margin, however, regardless 

of composition, there will be overall darkening of the image due to increased x-ray 

transmission as a result of the decreasing overall thickness. An illustration of the 

darkening of the image in the margin is shown in the left image of Figure 5.3(a), and 

further illuçtrated in the corresponding profile of digital grey-levels for a line of data from 

the digitized mammogram shown in Figure 5.3@). Near the margin of the breast, 

indicated by the vertical lines in Figure 5.3@), it is apparent that changes in brightness 

due to composition variations are ovenvhelrned by the changing brightness due to the 

reduc tion in thickness. 

In making the classifications of SCC, the radiologkt may be (consciously or 

subcowciously) compensating for the change in brightness with changing thickness, 

which has not been considered in the alternative techniques heretofore 



central : margin 

Figure 5.1 Schematic illustration of the compressed breast. Under compression the 
breast is considered to conskt of two regions, one of approximately uniform thickness 
referred to as the central region, and a region of changing thickness referred to as the 
margin. 



described. A more reahtic characterization of the composition of the breast may be 

possible if this effect is accounted for before the interadive and automaied measures of 

marnmographic density are appiied. 

It is possible, ~ 6 t h  a processing transformation operating on a digital representation of the 

mammographic image, to adjust the image in the margin of the breast, accommodating 

for the reduction in signal assoaated with reduced thckness3". The transformed image, 

equalized for thickness variations, wilI thus more accurately represent composition 

variations across the image and may be more amenable to automated analysis. This 

might also facilitate the measurement of PD and strengthen its association with risk of 

developing breast cancer. 

OBJECTIVES 

In this chapter, a preliminary evaluation of the effect of changing thidcness on the 

measurement of mamrnographic density using the previously described mammographic 

density characterization techniques is performed. This is accomplished by comparing 

measurernents made before and after application of the thickness equalization 

transformation. Ultimately, it would be desirable to perform the evaluation directly with 

risk of developing breast cancer (according to the methodology of Chapter 4). To 

detemine if the transformation can be satisfactorily performed and if the transformation 

affects the measurement of mammographic density features, a preliminary analysis kom 

a separate data set is performed. (A prel iminq analysis preserves the nested case- 

control data set used in previous evaluations, should modifications of the procedure be 

considered necessary). The thickness compensation technique, developed here for 

analysis of mammographic images, may also have implications in the presentation of 

digital mammographic data. This wül be discussed in further detail in Chapter 6 and has 

been published separately3. Details of the work described in this chapter have been 

presented and published in association with the Third International Workshop on Digital 

Mamrnography5. 



METHOD 

Thickness equalization technique 

A processing technique for thickness equalization of mamrnographic images has been 

developed as a two-stage procedure. The first involves the identification of the margin 

region where the thickness is changing. The second uses an estimate for the thickness 

across the breast, derived from the image, to correct the margin for the changing thickness 

there. An expliat determination of thickness is not required in this technique; rather, an 

estimate of the thickness is obtained from the change in signal in the margin of a low 

spatial frequency (smooth) representation of the image. No further information is 

required to perform the thickness correction. 

Ident $cat ion of the margin 

As shown in Figure 5.1, the margin extends to the outer edge of the projection of the 

breast in the image. The outer edge is easily identified for each row in the image by a 

thresholding procedure operathg on each row of the image. In Figure 5.2(a), a row of the 

image has been identified which has been idmtified as A-B and extends from the chest 

wall toward the edge of the breast. W o r h g  along the line from B toward A (outside to 

inside), the point at whidi the signal increases sigruficantly above the background is 

identified as an estirnate of the outer edge for that row. This is performed for each row in 

the image. These estimates of the edge are smoothed to provide the outer edge location 

for each row in the image. This outer edge is used to restrict the corredion to pixels 

within the breast. 

The "inner edge" identifies the transition from the region of uniform thidcriess in the 

breast to the region where the thickness is changing. The identification of the inner edge 

takes advantage of the fact that the signal f a b  sharply where the thickness is changing. 

To facilitate identification of the inner edge, a smoothed representation of the image is 

used. In the smoothed representation, variations ui signal associated with changes in 

composition have been suppressed, but variations assoaated with changes in thickness 



are preserved. The generation of the smoothed image is illustrated schematically in 

Figure 5.2(b). Thiç is a Fourier filtering operation in which the Fourier-transformed image 

is multiplied by a first order Buttenvorth lowpass filter6 (shown in 1-dimension in the 

figure) prior to the inverse transformation. It was found that edge artifacts were reduced 

if the image was mirrored before the Fourier transformç were caldated. The smoothed 

image corresponds to half of the transformed and filtered image. 

The selection of the inner edge is illustrated in Figure 5.2(c). Moving ouhvard from the 

chest wall toward the nipple in the smoothed image, there will be a marked change in 

signal level where the margin beguis. To find the margin, a row of the image from the 

chest wall toward the outer edge of the breast is identified, indicated as A-B in the figure. 

Working from A towards B, the gradient (change in signal over 20 pixels) is calculated 

about each pixel. The point where the gradient is found to represent a consistent decline 

in signal is defked as an estimate of the inner edge and iç identified for each row in the 

digitized image. A polynornial fit is performed from a sarnple of these estirnates to define 

a smooth fundion from whidi the "inner edge" for each row was determined. 

Thickness correction 

Figure 5.2(d) summarizes the essential information necessary for the thickness correction. 

The identification of the inner and outer edges allows the margin to be identified for the 

subsequent application of the thickness correction. As mentioned, the thickness is not 

explicitly determined; rather, an estimate of the thickness is used in the correction. For 

thiç purpose, the smoothed image, whidi was used in the identification of the margin, is 

used. The grey-level of the signal at each point in the rnargin of the smoothed image 

provides an estirnate of the signal due to thickness. 

The thiduiess correction is illustrated for a line of the digital data in Figure 5.2(e). 

Specifically, the smoothed image, S(i), is considered to reflect largely only that part of the 

signal due to thickness variation. An estimate of the signal resulting from thidmess at a 
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Figure 5.2(a) Schematic illustration of the detection of the outer edge. Working from 
right to left for each row in the image (B towards A), an estimate for the outer edge is 
determined through a thresholding procedure. A smoothing operation yields the outer 
edge, outer(y), used in subsequent calculations. 

Figure 5.2@) A smoothed representation of the image, s(x,y), is obtained from a low 
pass filtering operation. The low pass filter (shown schernatically in 1 dimension) is a 
first order Butterworth lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.05 cycles/mm. 



Figure 5.2(c) To restrict the calculation to the region where thickness is changing, an 
inner edge is determined. To determine the inner edge the gradient for each pixel is 
calculated along each line of the smoothed image (A towards B in the figure). The point 
where this gradient begins to fa11 is identified as the inner edge point for that row. 
This point is determined for several rows spaced across the image, and a smoothing 
operation yields the inner edge, inner(y), used in subsequent calculations. 

Figure 5.2(d) A summary of the information required in the thickness equalization 
processing technique. For each point in the margin (i.e. between the inner and outer 
edges) the smoothed image is used to determine a correction factor. 
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Figure 5.2(e) A schematic illustration of the thickness correction algorithm for a line of digital 
data. The vertical axis of each plot represents brightness (grey-level) and the horizontal axis 
marks position across the line of data. The original data are represented in the upper panel, a 
smoothed version is shown in the middle panel and the thickness-corrected representation is 
shown in the bottom panel. The correction is restncted to operate in the margin Le., within the 
inner and outer edges. At each point, i, in the margin the thickness relative to that in the central 
region of the breast (C) is estimated from the smoothed data by the ratio Si/C. The corrected 
version, E,, is calculated from the original data, Oi, divided by the relative thickness estimate at 
that point. 



particular location in the margui, relative to that in the central region of the breast, iç 

calculated as the ratio of the smoothed image signal at that location to the smoothed 

signal, Cf in the central region. The value of C is detemiined for each row from a local 

average (3x3) pixels around the inner edge point for that row. Choice of this location for 

the calcdation of C avoids a possible mis-matching artifad between the margin and 

central regions. The value of the corrected image, E(i), is obtained for each point by 

dividing the original digital signal, O(i), by the relative thickness estimate, S(i)/C, at that 

point. The correction is implemented only between the inner and outer edges, along each 

row in the digitized image. 

The technique as implemented hm not been rigorouçly optimized. The selection of the 

lowpass fililter has so far been based on the empirical objective of having the same 

approxirnate average level in the processed margin, as in the central region of the image. 

The technique is not particularly sensitive to the identification of the margin. 

Selection of images 

This çtudy is a preliminary analysis of the effed of the thickness correction technique on 

features which characterize mammographic density. If necessasr, modifications of the 

thickness transformation c m  be made before a direct evaluation of the thckness corrected 

features as N k  factors for breast cancer is perforrned. The nested case-control cohort of 

the previow chapter wilI be used for this direct association. A separate set of images 

fkom the CNBSS was assembled so that mammograms in the preliminary analysis would 

be representative of those from the case-control C O ~ O ~ .  None of the selected images were 

from women with breast cancer (au of the available cancer cases are part of the other 

cohoa). It is not possible, therefore, to evaluate the direct association of the thickness 

corrected features with breast cancer risk in thiç preliminary investigation. The images 

had been rated according to SCC and were selected so that each category of 

mammographic density was equally represented. As in previouç work, images were 

digitized at 130p/pixel and 10 bit grey-scale resolution using a Konica mode1 KFDR-S 
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laser fiIm scanner (Konica Corp., Tokyo Japan) and were averaged to 260p/pixel prior 

to any further processing. Only one image per subject was selected, randornly chosen as 

either the left or right breast in the cranial-caudal projection (the use of one image per 

subject was discussed in Chapter 3). 

Characterizntion of mammogrnphic density 

In ensuring that a range of mammographic density was represented, classifications of 

SCC were made prior to this study, and forxned part of the selection aiteria. Other 

features that characterize mammographic density have been the subject of the first four 

chaptes of this thesis in w M  the techniques for determination of PD, the regional 

skewness and fractal dimension were described in detail. In this work, these measures 

were calculated for the 100 images before and after the transformation which 

compensates for the reduced thickness in the margin. The evaluation consists of 

comparing measures calculated from the onginal and trançformed image, and 

cornparison of each of these with mammographic density assessed through SCC. 

RESULTS 

Thickness equalization 

The thickness equaliza tion transformation of a Srpical mammographic image is illustrated 

in Figure 5.3 together with profiles of digital grey-levels taken from the same line in both 

the original and transformed images. The unprocessed image with the outer edge and 

inner margin highlighted is shown as the left image of Figure 5.3(a). The thickness 

equalized image is shown as the right image of Figure 5.3(a). The profiles of digital grey- 

levels taken from the same line of data near the rniddle of the image, are shown in Figure 

5.3@). In the margin, the range of grey-levels is larger than in the central region of the 

breast. When the image has been presented to show good contrast in the central region of 

the breast (as in the figure), the margm in the unprocessed image has sub-optimal 

contrast, while the processed image provides similar contrast in both the central and 



Figure 5.3(a) Demonstration of the thickness correction algorithm. The left image 
shows the onginal digitized data, with the b e r  and outer edges defining the margin 
superirnposed. The right image has been thickness corrected. Note that only pixels in 
the margin have been altered. 
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margin regions. Note also, that as defined the processing operates only in the margin, 

leaving the image unchanged in the central region. 

Mamtnographic density, PD 

Measurements of PD from the original images compared to those from the transformed 

images (FDt) are shown in Figure 5.4. As expected, most measures of PDt are larger than 

PD, attributed to mammographic density in the m a r p  that may now be induded in the 

thresholding of the transforrned image. Also expected, there is variation in the 

magnitude of the change as some breasts may have more mammographic density in the 

margin that was not induded in the original measure of PD. In cases where PDtcPD, a 

reduction in the proportion of density measured from the transforrned image rnight be 

the result of the more consistent context across the image allowing less compromise in the 

seledion of the threshold to accommodate density in the margùi. 

Cornparisons with SCC 

An indication of an association with risk for each of the parameters is considered through 

cornparison with classifications of SCC. These are shown, measured from both the 

original and the transformed image (t), in Figure 5.5. The upper panels indicate that PDt 

covers a greater range of values than PD. Visually, there is a greater correspondence 

between the value of mammographc density measured by PDt and mammographic 

density indicated by the category of SCC then is obsenred between PD and SCC. The 

correlation of PDt with SCC, however, is essentially undianged from that of PD with 

SCC. The middle panels indicate that RSt also covers a greater range of values. A 

stronger correlation is measured between RSt and SCC than for RS and SCC. The lower 

panels indicate an increase in FDt over FD. In general, the increase is greater for images 

with more extensive mammographic density than that for images of lesser 

rnammographic density. As a result, the correlation between FDt and SCC is degraded 

compared te FD and SCC. 
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Figure 5.4 Measurement of PD from the original versus that from the transformed 
image, PDt  for each of the 100 images in this preliminary study. 
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Figure 5.5 Each of the parameters PD, regional skewness (RS) and fractal dimension 
(FD) are calculated from the transformed image (left) and original image (right) and 
related to SCC. 



DISCUSSION 

The resdts presented here demonstrate that the interactive and automated features 

previously evaluated for risk of breast cancer are altered when the transformation to 

campensate for the thickness variation at the margin of the breast is applied. It is 

speculated that the closer match in values between PD derived from the transformed 

image and SCC, and improved correlation between the regional skewness measured from 

the transformed image and SCC, may potentially strengthen the risk prediction 

associated with these parameters. These results encourage the pursuit of a direct 

association of the marnrnographic density measures calculated from the thickness 

correded image with risk of breast cancer. The previously defined nested case-control 

cohort of 708 subjects (the database used in Chapter 4) will be used for t h  purpose. 

As a beneficial consequence of the transformation described, the range of brightness 

(number of grey-levels in the digitized image) has been reduced. The econornization on 

the range of brightness, while preserving the relation between brightness and the 

composition of the breast, suggests that this transformation may also be useful in the 

display of digital images o n  hard- and soft- copy systems which currently suffer from 

Limited display dynamic range. The fact that this transformation preserves the association 

between brightness and composition and ieaves much of the image unchanged may be 

advantages for it over alternative processing techniques, as a means to faalitate display. 

For example, unsharp masking can reduce the range of levels; however, low resolution 

detail would be lost across the entire image. Histograrn equalization reduces the range of 

levek without regard for the content of the image. 
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6. Sumrnary and Future Work 

Mammographie density can provide one of the strongest risk factors for breast cancer. 

This work has been concemed with the methodology for assessment of mamrnographic 

density with particular regard for the reliability of assessment and the magnitude of the 

risk prediction. This work f o m  one part of a larger program that considers risk 

prediction from mammographic dewity assessment and its application to breast cancer 

research. A strong risk prediction is possible with subjective mammographic demity 

classification (e.g. SCC)'; however, the subjective nature of the classification and the 

categorical scale are potential limitations. The goal of ths  work, and its part in the 

larger program, has been to develop more quantitative, and objective techniques to 

characterize mammographic density and to evaluate these as risk factors for breast 

cancer. 

The first of these techniques was PD, a parameter developed as part of my M.Sc. thcsis 

(and reviewed in Chapter 1). In the PD technique, an interactive thresholding 

procedure is implemented on a cornputer display of a digitized marnrnographic image, 

from which an estimate of mammographic density on a continuous scale is determined. 

In that work it was found that PD could be reliably determined both within and 

between observers. Reliability is attributed to the simple decision criteria for 

mammographic density, which are applied un i fody  across the image. 

In the second chapter, with a focus on automated calculation, two additional features 

were described. These are the regional skewness, which characterizes variations in 

brightness across the image, and the fractal dimension, which characterizes texture of 

the image. In addition to being automatically'detennuied, robust to changes in 



mammographic technique and having a continuous quantitative scale, these parameters 

were found to be strongly associated with radiologists' classifications of 

mammographic density . 

It was shown in Chapter 3 that a representative value of mammographic density could 

be dete-ed, using SCC as well as from any of these three alternative parameters, 

from the image of a single radiographic projection of a single breast. This should 

facilitate the determination of mammographic dençity, in studies which rnake use of 

such characterization, as only one image from a typical mammographic examination 

needs to be evaiuated. 

In terms of risk prediction, al1 three parameters were evaluated using the same 

database, selected as a nested case-control cohort, from women participating in the 

Canadian National Breast Screening Study. These results are summarized in Table 4.4 

of Chapter 4. It was found that PD, reduced from the continuous scale to the same 

categorical divisions of SCC, produced a risk estimate of 4.0 between uppermost and 

lowermost categories. The automated parameters, regional skewness and fractal 

dimension, produced more modest risk estimates, between 2.5- 3.5. While these are not 

as strong as risk prediction from subjective classification, they are automatically 

determined, and they are as strong or stronger than many other known risk factors for 

breast cancer2. 

This result is an important step towards the development of a strong, continuous and 

reliably calculated measure of risk of developing breast cancer fmm characterizations of 

rnammogaphic density. The parameters investigated, although reliably determined 

on a continuous scale, do not provide a risk prediction as high as that from subjective 

classification of mammographie images. The magnitude of nsk prediction from 

subjective classification, however, leaves promise that with modification of the existing 

techniques, or investigation of alternative techniques, stronger measures can be 
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developed. The nested case-control database and the statistical techniques described in 

Chapter 4 provide a framework for the evaluation and cornparison of alternative 

techniques. To use thiç database, however, it is necessary that any proposed parameter 

be calculated from the images without additional information. 

The desire for stronger risk prediction led to the work of Chapter 5, in which a 

transformation was developed to equalize the mammographic image for thickness 

variations. The transformed image should provide a better reflection of tissue 

composition variations across the breast. There are preliminary indications that the 

parameters developed in this thesis, when calculated from the transformed image, may 

provide an improved characterization of the fibroglandular tissue in the breast, and 

ultimately a stronger association with risk of developing breast cancer. 

Two areas of investigation, in particular, can be identified for further work with 

mammographic density. These are: 

(1) the continued development and evaluation of the methodology for mammographic 

densi ty classification. 

(2) the application of existing techniques to breast cancer research. In particular, this 

involves application of PD to studies of the etiology of breast cancer and the monitoring 

of potential preventive interventions. 

1. Continued development 

Th ickness CO wected meas z i  res of breast densihj: maluation of risk prediction 

In Chapter 5, only a preliminary analysis of the effect that the thickness correction has 

on PD, regional skewness and fractal dimension measures was perfonned. The direct 

association of the thickness-corrected measures of mammographic densiiy with risk of 

breast cancer is already underway using the nested case-control database and statistical 

techniques described in Chapter 4. 



Volu rnetric analysis of breas t densify 

It is particularly evident in the transformed images developed in the previous chapter, 

that when the variation in brightness associated with change in thickness is removed, 

there is variation in brightness that cm be attributed to composition. The computer 

measurements of the projected area of mammographic density suppresses some of the 

information about composition represented by the variation in brightness within a 

region determined to be dense (e.g. the region within the solid line in Figure 1.2 is all 

considered to be mammographically dense despite that variation in composition is 

evident). In making a subjective estimate of mammographic density, the radiologist 

may be accounting for this variation in composition. This may contribute to the greater 

risk prediction of subjective ciassification compared with PD. A more relevant 

characterization of mammographic density, and a potentially stronger risk prediction 

may be possible if, rather than obtaining PD as a binary segmentation of the image 

(density vs. no density), a more quantitative estimate of composition reflected by the 

variation in brightness could be measured. Thiç suggests a measure of the volume of 

mammographic density. 

Volumetric analysis of breast densify: prospective sfudics 

A condition of the measures under investigation in this work was that they could be 

calculated f-rom an image without calibration or further information (i.e. 

retrospectively). A technique which can operate retrospectively, significantly restricts 

the characterization of mammographic images. Relaxing this constraint may allow new 

possibilities for the calculation of mammographic density. For example, with 

appropriate calibration of a conventionally acquired marnmographic image, it may be 

possible to detemine directly the volume of mammographically dense tissue, rather 

than measuring the projected area. The development of such a technique requires 

detailed consideration of the mammographic acquisition process. 



In an x-ray procedure, the differential transmission of x-rays through the object of 

interest results in a range of x-ray intensities reaching the image receptor. The 

relationship between this x-ray exposure to the image receptor and brightness in the 

image is summarized by the characteristic a r v e .  A characteristic cume typical of 

mammographic imaging is illustrated in Figure 6.1. The relative brightness of 

structures in the mamrnographic image c m  be understood from this relationship. 

Where thickness of the compressed breast is uniform, the composition of the breast 

(fatty versus fibroglandular) determines the relative x-ray exposure to the receptor. The 

increased attenuation of fibroglandular tissue results in fewer trawmitted x-rays and a 

brighter image relative to that of fat. In the margin of the breast, where the thickness is 

reduced, a greater fraction of the x-rays will readi the receptor and the image will be 

darker regardless of tissue composition. 

In practice this is further complicated by the fact that the incident spectrum is adjusted 

depending on the imaging task (composition/thickness of the breast) through exposure 

control. An automatic exposure control (AEC) circuit is employed in mamrnographic 

irnaging to ensure adequate darkening of the film regardless of the composition and 

thickness of the breast. The effect of AEC is illustrated for a breast whkh is largely fat 

versus one whkh is largely fibroglandular in the schematic curves of Figure 6.2. In the 

fatty, or non-dense breast, the average value is more likely to represent fat and 

fibroglandular density will be irnaged in the "toe" of this relationship, i.e. with brighter 

values. In the dense breast, more radiation is delivered and the average value is more 

likely to represent dense tissue and fatty tissue will be imaged in the "shoulder" of this 

relationship, i.e. with darker values. From cornparison of these two curves it is 

apparent that without specific knowledge of the exposure conditions it is difficult to 

relate brightness to specific composition. Ln addition to the exact exposure conditions 

(including the shape of the incident spectrum (anode composition and kVp) and the 

magnitude of the spectnim (AEC)), the brightness in the image will also depend on the 
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Figure 6.1 Schematic of the characteristic curve representative of a mammographie 
film-screen combination. The circIe indicates the approximate brightness to which the 
Automatic Exposure Control (AEC) is set. 
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Figure 6.2 Schematic of the effect of automatic exposure control on the imaging of a 
dense breast (upper panel) and a non-dense (lower panel) breast. Because of exposure 
control it is difficult to relate absolute brightness to tissue composition. For example, 
fatty tissue will be over-exposed (hence darker) in a dense breast relative to a fatty 
breast. 



filmhcreen type used and the film processing conditions. Particularly because of the 

latter, it would be difficult to record and correct for each of the stages of the irnaging 

process. As an alternative, a calibration for brightness directly with thickness and 

composition was considered. This could be accomplished with the inclusion during 

imagina of a test object of appropriate thicknesses and compositions, from which a 

calibration could be constructed. Since this object would be imaged with the breast, this 

empirical calibration would incorporate and thereby implicitly correct for the x-ray 

technique and processing variations that rnight affect this relatiowhip. Composition at 

each point in the image could be reçolved by an inverse look-up of the brightness and 

thickness at that point in the breast. The necessary thickness information could be 

obtained from a record of the breast compression thickness (recording of compressed 

thickness can be specified in a prospective technique). The thickness in the margin can 

be estimated using a teohnique similar to that of the previous chapter, or estimated with 

assurnptions about how the thickness varies in the periphery. 

To create such a calibration, it would be necessary for the calibration object to provide 

information about brightness with respect to a range of tissue composition and 

thickness. To test the direct determination approach, a calibration object tha t consisted 

of steps of thickness at representative compositions of breast material was designed and 

built. "Phantom" materials that represent breast fat and fibroglandular tissue, the 

extremes of composition within the breast* were selected. The calibration object 

consists of steps from 1.0 to 6.0 cm, in 1.0 cm incremens, for each material. 

Interpolation between steps gives information at intermediate thickness, while 

interpolation between materials at the same step gives information about intermediate 

compositions. More generally, (and not dealt with here) practical considerations which 

govem the specification of the calibration object include the overalr thickness, the size of 

' for example breast equivalent materials are available from: 
Radiation Measurements Inc. (Madison WI, USA) 
Computerized Imaging Reference Systemç Inc. (Norfolk VA, USA). 



the S ~ ~ P S ,  and appropriate compositions of the phantom material. The calibration object 

waç imaged with a large regon of breast-equivalent material (4.0 an of 50% fat: 50% 

fibrogiandular Cissue-equivalent material) to force a representative exposure under 

AEC conbol, a test region of different thickness and compositions. The test region 

consiçtç of two jeparate thicknesses of materials with a range of compositions. 

Specificauy at 4.0 cm the fractional compositions of glandular tissue were (0,0.25,0.5, 

0.75,l.o) and at 3.0 cm the fractional compositions of glanddar tissue were 

(0,0.33,0.66,1.0). The experimental configuration of materiak is shown in Figure 6.3(a), 

wifi the correspondhg radiographic image shown in Figure 6.3(b). 

The procedure fequires digitization of the image, which was performed in this 

experiment at a resolution of 130 pm/pixel. The model relating brightness to 

composition (e>cpressed in terrns of fraction of fibroglandular tissue) and thickness was 

constnicted by interpolahg brightness (grey-levels) between the steps of the 

calibration obje~t- This model is shown in Figure 6.4 for the experirnent shown in 

Figure 6.3. In Figure 6.5, the calibration between brightness and fractional composition 

of @andular tissue are shown with the solid lines for thicknesses of 3cm and 4cm, 

respectively. The symbols correspond with the measured brightness and the known 

compositions of each region of the test area. At each thickness there is good agreement 

with the model prediction. 

practice, the calibration object would be imaged with the breast during 

mammography and used to c~nçtruct a model like the one just described. Each point in 

the digitized ir(iage ~f the brcast could be converted through the model to determine 

the total fractional volume of glandular tissue. 

Volumetric a n a l y ~ i ~  of breast density: dual energy irnaging 

The previouç ted"ques, even the calibration procedure just described, operate with a 

completely coflventional mammographie procedure. These techniques will be 
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Figure 6.3(a) A test object which can be used to construct a prospective empirical model 
relating brightness in the mamrnographic image with breast tissue thickness and 
composition is shown in the right part of the Figure. A region of different thicknesses 
and composition (top) is used to evaluate the model. The uniform region in the center 
of the Figure is used to trigger the automatic exposure control. 

Figure 6.3@) A radiographic image of the objects shown in 6.3(a). 
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Figure 6.4 Example of an empirical model that relates brightness in the mamrnogram 
(grey Ievel) to the thickness and composition of breast tissue. The model has been 
constructed from the test object shown in Figure 6.3 and incorporates the uncertainties 
related to the imaging tedinique and film processing. 

Fraction Glandular 

Figure 6.5 Evaluation of an empirical model for image brightness in a mammographie 
image. From the full model (shown in Figure 6.4) the relationship between brightness 
and composition has been extracted for the thicknesses 3an and 4 a n  as indicated. 
Samples of known composition imaged with the test object are indicated by the 
symbols, and show good agreement with the predictions of the model. 



facilitated by direct digital acquisition of the mammographic image, saving the 

digitkation process. If the possibility of using non-conventional acquisition techniques 

were considered (perhaps coupled with direct-digital acquisition) additional techniques 

for quan*ing the volume of fibroglandular dençity could be defined. For exarnple, a 

second image taken at a different energy might resoive some of the redundancy in the 

relationship of brightness with thickness and composition. This approach would be a 

variant on dual energy imaging which has been proposed in mammography to facilitate 

the visualization of calcifications in mammographic images"'. 

Alternative characferizafion techniques (other rnodalifies) 

Some studies of mammographic density would benefit from the ability to monitor the 

breasts of young women and/or over short intervals. The ionizing nature of radiation 

used in acquiring the mammographic images required to measure mammographic 

density, places restrictions on its use which predudes such applications. It is not 

feasible with present techniques to consider studies which require measurements over 

short intervals on the same women (for example information on cyclical changes 

associated with the menstnial pattern), or measurements on young women (for 

example changes in breast density throughout a women's lifetime), or in monitoring 

po tential preventive strategies5~"" over short intervals. 

To broaden the potential applications, alternative techniques for diaracterizing tissue ai 

increased risk have been under investigation. In particular, measurements from 

ultrasound" and magnetic resonance (MR) irnaging techniques'"" have been studied. 

Parameters derived from these modalities have not yet been evaluated directly for their 

ability to identify women at increased risk for breast cancer. An interim indication that 

MR parameters, specifically the relative water content and the mean T2 relaxation time, 

may provide risk information has been demonçtrated by Graham et nl12 in a study that 

used PD'~  as a reference. A strong positive Pearson correlation between PD and relative 



water content (R,=0.79, p<0.0001) and negative correlation between mean T2 relaxation 

and PD (Rp=-0.61, p<0.0001) was found. 

2.  Applications of mammographic density measurement 

The identification of wornen at increased risk for breast cancer has important 

implications in research of the disease. Consideration of applications has, in part, 

guided the development of tediniques for assessing risk through measurement of 

mammographic density, particularly classification on a continuous scale. A broader 

outline of potential applications was presented in the Introduction. Some specific 

results from two studies performed as part of the program in breast cancer research 

ongoing at the University of Toronto, is reviewed in the following two sections. These 

shidies are representative of the applications for such measurement. The investigation 

of mammographic density and other factors of breast cancer risk, in particular the 

relationship with a genetic component of the disease, is an area of continued 

investigation. 

Plasma [ipids, lipopro feins and mamrnographic densities 

Cornparison with mammographic density is one means by which other factors c m  be 

related to risk for breast cancer, and hypotheses about these factors can be tested. By 

way of example, consider the study performed in collaboration with Dr. Norman Boyd 

at the Princess Margaret Hospital. To test whether plasma lipids, lipoproteins, and the 

urinary excretion of the mutagen malondialdeyde (MDA) are associated with 

differences in breast cancer risk (as detemined by mamrnographic densities), a 

cornparison of these factors was performed". The study examined 273 premenopausal 

women and was cross-sectional, i.e. measurements were taken from each subject at a 

single point in tirne and compared across subjects. Specifically, it was found that 

increased mammographic density (PD) was associated with increased high-density 

lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), decreased low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) 

and decreased triglycerides (TG) as well as decreased levels of apoprotein B (APO-B). 
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PD was also positively associated with MDA. These results suggest that differences in 

lipid metabolism are associated with differences in breast cancer risk as determined by 

mamrnographic densities. With this study, it was also possible to demonstrate that 

increased mammographic density as measured by PD was positively associated with 

alcohol consurnption and negatively associated with panty and weight. 

Diet and radiological features of the breast 

Women at increased risk for breast cancer are good subjects in whom to test potential 

risk-mod-g interventions. Further to identifying women for such investigation, 

changes in mammographic density associated with the intervention would be an 

important interim observation. A study testing whether the adoption of a low-fat high- 

carbohydrate diet for two years would reduce breast density, performed in 

collaboration with Dr. Norman Boyd at the Princess Margaret Hospital, is an example 

of such an investigation6. Women with extensive mammographic density were invited 

to participate in a study of the effect of a low-fat high carbohydrate diet on breast 

cancer risk. This study is a case-control design in which women were randomized to 

intervention (counseling to reduce diehry fat intake to 15% of calories) or control (no 

dietary modification) and followed in tirne. Measurement of PD (including area of 

breast density and area of the breast) at entry to the study and after two-years of follow- 

up were available for 403 intervention subjects and 413 controls. It was found that the 

change in the PD was not siphcantly different between the groups (p=0.71). The 

measurement of PD, however, allows individual measurement of the area of the breast 

and the area of density of the breast. After two years, the total area of the breast was 

reduced on average 233.7mrn2(2.4%) in the intervention group cornpared with an 

average increase of 26.3mm2 (0.3%) in the control group, p=0.01. The area of density 

was reduced on average 374.4mm2 (6.1%) in the intervention group and an average of 

only 127.7mrn2 (2.1°/0) in controls, p=0.01. Further, greater age at entry to the study, 

becoming postmenopausal and weight loss were associated with signihcant reductions 

in the area of density. The effect of the intervention on area of density remained 
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statistically significant when controlling for weight loss, age at entry and rnenopausal 

status (p=0.06), factors that were also associated with reductions in the area of dense 

tissue in the breast. The effect of the intervention on the total area of the breast was 

only marginally significant when controlhg for the same factors (p=0.06). These 

results show that, even over the short interval of two years, an intervention with a low- 

fat high-carbohydrate diet has an effect on mammographically dense tissue in the 

breast. Sustained over many years, such a diet might substantially reduce 

mammographic density. It remains to be seen whether the diet and reductiow in 

mammographic density are also associated with reductions in the risk of breast cancer. 

Thickness equalization processing and mnmmographic image display 

The processing technique introduced in Chapter 5 was proposed to facilitate the 

analysis of mammographic density . The paper that describes thiç technique1' 

emphasizes that the algorithm may have important implications for the display of 

digital mammographic images. In particular, the range of image signal in iiigh quality 

direct digital images exceeds the capabilities of currently available display devices such 

as laser-printed film (hard copy) or cathode-ray-tube (CRT) displays (soft copy) to cover 
16.17.18 the range of image signals simultaneously . In fact, laser film has a substantially 

lower maximum optical density compared to mammographic film and, therefore, is 

likely to have inferior dynamic range capability. Çimilarly, the maximum brightness of 

available CRT displays is limited, thereby restricting the useful range of information 

that can be displayed simultaneously. This problern c m  be overcome by "intensity 

windowing " the image so that only part of the range of signal is displayed at any one 

tirne. The entire image c m  be explored at the inherent quality of the acquired data, 

however, only by interactively rnanipulating the "window" and "level" controls during 

image display. In this way, each part of the image can be displayed well, but it is not 

possible to view the entire image simultaneously under optimal conditions. 



Even if the display had wider range, there are physiological implications in viewing 

and interpreting images such as mammograms where there rnay be small local contrasts 

but wider variations in brightness over the global area of the image. Specifically, the 

hurnan eye has diminished contrast sensitivity at lower luminance levels". As a result, 

at the lower brightness of the margin in conventional film imaging, the perception of 

subtle contrast may be diminished. This problem is addressed in conventional film 

mammography by employing brighter illumination, in the f o m  of spot lamps, to view 

tissue in the margin. This, of course, over-illuminates the more handucent portions of 

the mamrnogram. 

The importance of viewing the marginal and central regions together has been 

demonstrated by Stacey-Clear et al2'. Their study showed that the penphery of the 

breast, which approximately includes the interface between the m a r e  and central 

regions as defined here, is a common site for detection of breast cancer in a 

rnammogram. With a straightforward approach to presenting the digital images on the 

CRT or on printed films, it is difficult for the viewer to assess the structures that may 

straddle the boundary between the margin and the central region where the image 

brightness will Vary considerably. This prevents the simultaneous consideration of 

both regions with high viewing efficiency. 

The processing tedinique proposed in Chapter 5 which alters the image in the margin 

where thickness is changing so that the resulting image better reflects composition 

variations, addresses sone of the issues of image presentation. In particular, it is 

possible with a single presentation to view the entire image in context. Further to the 

example shown in Chapter 5, the M L 0  view is shown in Figure 6.6. The shadow of the 

pectoralis muscle in the ML0  projection presents a special problem for the thickness 

correction algorithm. Ln this region, brightness variations with composition are due to 

muscle tissue in addition to fat and fibroglandular tissue. This makes it more difficult 

to separate the effects of composition and thickness on image brightness. At present, an 
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Figure 6.6 Exarnple of the processing technique introduced in Chapter 5 showing both 
the cranial-caudal and medio-lateral oblique projections. The reduction in the range of 
brightness may facilitate presentation of the image. The context of the processed image 
which preserves the association of brightness with composition may facilitate its 
analysis. In each panel, the left image is unprocessed and the right image shows the 
resul t of the thickness transformation. 



approach for the correction of images in the ML0 projection is to compensate for the 

change in signal across the shadow of the pectoralis muscle by including the lateral 

aspect of the pectoralis as part of the margin (Le. corrected) region. While thiç approach 

provides for a smoother transition across the lateral portion of the image, the signals 

within the pectoralis shadow cannot be attributed solely to composition variations. The 

images of Figure 6.6 are a drarnatic illustration of the potential for simultaneous 

visualization of the entire breast with this processing technique. 

In general, the thickness equalization technique has the foilowing advantages: 

(1) The processing has a physical basis: suppression of the variation in brightness 

associated with thickness while presewing the variation associated with composition. 

(2) The context of the image is consistent across both the central portion of the image 

and in the rnargin. This allows direct cornparison of tissue composition across the 

image. 

(3) Where the breast thickness is constant, no correction is applied to the image, i.e., 

much of the image is unchanged. 

(4) The range of digital levels is reduced. This should facilitate the display of digital 

mammographic images on both hard- and soft- copy systems. 

(5) The reduction in display dynamic range of the data allows for further manipulation 

of display contrast, for example, using intensity windowing, while maintaining signal 

levels within the available range of the display device, and the human eye. 

(6) No additional information (beyond the image) is required; therefore, the tedinique 

can be applied both retrospectively, as well as in prospective stuclies. 

While a single example has been shown here, there are still aspects of this technique 

that may require further development. These include the selection of the most 

appropriate smoothing filter and further consideration of the most appropriate way to 

deal with the shadow of the pectoralis muscle in the ML0 protection. 



A processing strategy recently reported by Bick et al2' has the sirnilar objective of the 

technique proposed here: adjusting for reduced brightness in the margin while 

preserving contrast in the central portion of the breast Thickness equalization 

techniques like these may provide an alternative to other processing strategies for 

mammographie images. The physical basis for the correction, and the familiar context 

across the resulting image, are advantages of these techniques which may not be 

associated with other processing strategies, such as histogram equalization or w h a r p  

masking, where an operîtion is applied globally across the image without regard for 

image context. 

The technique presented in this work has been demonstraied with digitized 

mammograrns, but should be applicable and may be better suited to digitally acquired 

images. Direct digital acquisition systems have detectors that are linear over a wider 

range of exposures. As a result there will be better signal characteristics (contrast, 

noise) in the regions of the image where the thickness is reduced than c m  be adueved 

with digitization of film-screen mammograrns. 



FINAL REMARKS 

The proportion of mammqyaphically dense tissue, a measure of the composition of the 

breast assessed from the mammographic image, c m  provide one of the strongest risk 

factors for breast cancer. An understanding of the factors associated with 

mammographic density and how mammographic density changes, rnay provide insight 

on the causes of breast cancer, and rnay contribute to its prevention. To be most useful 

as a tool in investigating the etiology of breast cancer, and as a clinically relevant 

prediction of risk, a practical and reliable means of measuring mammographic density 

is required. In this work three parameters that provide a contuiuouç, quantitative and 

reliable measure of mammographic density were evaluated. These parameters, PD, 

regional skewness and fractal dimension provide risk prediction as high 4.0. Although 

the parameters are quantitative and reliable, the risk prediction iç not as high as has 

been o b s e ~ e d  from subjective classification by radiologkt (a factor of 6.0). Future 

improvements, (e-g. the developments proposed) may shengthen the risk prediction 

which would hrther the applications of mammographic density measurement to breast 

cancer research. Ultimately, it would be desirable to include reliable measures of 

mammographic density in a prediction equation for estimation of an individuals risk of 

breast cancer (for example that of Gai1 et al"? or Claus et a$). Mammographie density 

provides a risk prediction which is stronger (and independent) of many of the factors in 

existing models, and might greatly enhance the risk predictive capability. 
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